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itudent attitudes on Greek life
lifrer greatly based on membership
1ANNY EAGLE
jacifican staff writer
Greek and non-Greek UOP stufits have very different opinions
1 the value of fraternities and sorities on campus, according to the
fond annual Pacifican Poll.
Overall, 57 percent of the 432
adents questioned in the non-sciitific survey said they felt the
reek system was an important part
t j UOP, while 18 percent were neual and 25 percent said it was not
portant.
But a breakdown of the results
lowed the Greek system was val
Fraternities and sororities are very important to students involved in them.
id by 92 percent of the Greeks on
impus, but only 49 percent of nonend if it weren't for fraternities and
aged 22 or older.
reeks.
sororities. Eighteen percent were neu
Students from families with
"It would be too hard for me to
tral and 40 percent disagreed.
higher incomes also appeared more
dance a sorority and soccer, but
• Students also were split on
likely to place a high value on Greek
Iherwise I would consider rushing,
whether the image of wild partying at
life. Thirty three percent of students
id 1 agree that Greek life is imporGreek houses was exaggerated. Forty
from families whose income is be
nt to this campus," sophomore
eight percent of students said the im
tween $0 to $30,000 thought Greek
® Thompson.
age was exaggerated, 30 percent said it
life to be important, compared to 65
| "I wouldn't join a sorority bewasn't and 22 percent were undecided.
percent of those from families earn
luse they are too confining, but 1
The survey suggested that noning $60,000 and above did.
1 °uld join a fraternity if I could—
whites place a lot less emphasis on the
"Sure Greek life has its problems,
' 1 go to fraternity parties," said
importance of fraternities and sorori
but getting rid of it all together would
nior Jody Gilles. "It makes sense
ties than whites. Sixty three percent of
hurt UOP immeasurably—it would be
lat younger people with more
whites found Greek life to be impor
plain stupid," said Greek sophomore
oney are more inclined to join
tant, while just 38 percent of nonManny Darden.
'°ugh, because it can be seen as a
whites did.
^tus thing."
"That is not surprising since it is
pretty obvious that the Greek system
The survey, conducted in early
Last week: Political
is mostly white," said sophomore Sh
Pbl, also found:
annon Bouleware.
Only 22 percent of students
knowledge and campus crime
Differences in student opinion also
'd they would favor eliminating
appeared
to be related to age. Sixty six
tternities and sororities.
percent
of
students between the ages
This week: Attitudes on
' * Forty-two percent of stuof 17 and 19 felt Greek Life was im
fits said there wouldn't be much
Creek fife, Health and fitness
portant, versus 47 percent of students
No on campus during the week-
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A & E page 21

Sasaki plan
could cut
parking, add
landscaping
CHRISTI NEILL
Pacifican staff writer
A master plan that could drasti
cally change the campus appearance
has moved another step forward.
"This is a road map for the cam
pus for the next 25 to 30 years," Scott
Smith, a Sasaki Associates represen
tative, told a campus meeting.
The company was hired by UOP
in late August as a consultant to the
master plan that will change the
University's layout.
"Nothing will happen tomorrow,
but this is a structure for the plan."
Sasaki revisited the campus April
29 and then held an open meeting
April 30 to discuss the proposed mas
ter plan.
One of the biggest concerns
voiced by faculty and staff was the
fact that parking is going to be in dif
ferent places.
Only nine spaces will be lost in
the entire campus change, but most
of them will be rearranged. Several
spaces will be taken from North and
central campus, adding around 700
parking spaces to the South campus.
"We have 2776 spaces now and
after the plan 2767 will remain," said
Smith.
A member of the audience asked
whether or not there would be the
possibility of a parking structure on
campus.
"The cost of a parking structure
is $10,000 a space. A university this
See Redesign page 11
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News in Brief
Dentistry dean will be
convocation speaker

HH
"

:

University of the Pacific School
of Dentistry dean Dr. Arthur Dugoni
is the keynote speaker at an all-Uni
versity Convocation of Friday, May
17, beginning at 5:30 p.m. on Knoles
Hall Lawn.
The Convocation is part of the
University's 138th commencement
ceremonies to be held during the
weekend of May 18-19.
The University's dentistry school
in San Francisco is celebrating its cen
tennial anniversary. Dr. Dugoni's
speech is based on the Robert
Hastings poem, "The Station," which
describes the importance of life in
terms of the journey rather than an
attainment of goals.
Dr. Dugoni has been dean since
1978. He received his doctorate of
dentistry from UOP in 1948 and his
master of science in orthodontics
from the University of Washington
in 1963. Dr. Dugoni has served as
president of the American Dental As
sociation, California Dental Associa
tion, American Association of Den
tal Schools, and is currently treasurer
for FD1, the World dental Federation.
Among his many awards and
honors, Dr. Dugoni received the 1995
ADA Distinguished service Award in
appreciation for his many years of
service and leadership. A revered
scholar and educator, he is sought
after as a speaker on the local, state,
national, and international level.
A Baccalaureate Service is sched
uled for Friday, May 17, at noon in
Morris Chapel. It is a secular service
open to people of all religions.
Commencement ceremonies will
be held on Saturday for College of the
Pacific, the School of International
Studies, Benerd School of Education,
the School of Engineering and the
Conservatory of Music.
Sunday commencements are
scheduled for the Eberhardt School
of Business, School of Pharmacy and
University College.

Commencement
Calendar
Friday, May 17
11 a.m.-Baccalaureate ServiceMorris Chapel
5:30 p.m.-All University Convo
cation- Knoles Hall Lawn
Saturday, May 18
8:30 a.m.-College of the Pacific
commencement-Knoles Hall Lawn
11:30 a.m.-School of Interna
tional Studies commencement-Faye
Spanos Concert Hall
2 p.m.-Benerd School of Educa
tion commencement-Knoles Hall
Lawn

5:30 p.m.-School of Engineering
. commencement-Knoles JHall Lawn
7:30 p.m.-Conservatory of Music
commencement concert-Faye Spanos
Concert Hall
Sunday, May 19
8 a.m.^Eberhardt School of Busi
ness commencement-Knoles Hall
Lawn
10:30 a.m.-School of Pharmacy
commencement-Fay Spanos Concert
Hall
In the event of rain, all outdoor
ceremonies will move to the A.G.
Spanos Center. McGeorge School of
Law in Sacramento holds its gradua
tion ceremonies on May 11 in Arco
Arena at 1:30 p.m. The School of Den
tistry graduation will be heldJune 16
at the San Francisco campus, Webster
and Sacramento streets.

Youth basketball
camps offered at UOP
Four day camps and three special
shooting camps are offered for boys
and girls through University of the
Pacific's men's basketball program
this summer.
Two day camps will be held June
10-13, with one offering fundamen
tals for both boys and girls ages eight
to twelve while the other is aimed at
teenage boys in the last two years of
high school varsity basketball. An
advanced camp for boys in ninth or
10th grade will be held June 17-20
and another fundamentals camp for
both boys and girls is offered June 2427.
The shooting camps will be held
for one day only in three sessions,
June 14, June 28 and July 13, from 9
a.m. to noon. They are for both boys
and girls ages eight to 18 and will
provide shooting instruction, video
feedback and shooting games for fun
and competition.
Pacific men's basketball Head
Coach Bob Thomason is the camp
director. He began his coaching ca
reer at Stagg High School in Stockton
and also coached in Escalon and
Turlock high schools. He moved to
Columbia College and CSU Stanislaus
before coming to UOP in 1988.
Thomasen was Big West Conference
Coach of the Year in 1992-93.
For additional information, in
cluding camp costs and registration
forms, contact Camp Coordinator
Alan major at (209) 946-2720.

Two basketball
camps for girls only
Two basketball camps offered at
UOP this summer are for girls only.
Tiger Team Camp, a residential
camp, is aimed at high school teams

and their coaches. It offers clinics,
individual competitions and games
each day, ending the camp with a
Tournament of Champions. Practice
time as well as lectures and skill ses
sions will be presented. The camp will
be held June 14 to 16.
Champ Camp which will run
from June 28 to 30, is for girls in
grades four through eight to learn and
develop offensive skills, according to
camp coordinator Liana Coutts. 1 he
commuter day camp will be filled
with days of shooting, ball-handling
and passing. "If you like basketball,
you'll love Champ Camp," Coutts
said.
The director for both camps is
UOP's head coach for women's bas
ketball, Melissa DeMarchi. She holds
the most wins in the school's history.
Pacific has been a top contender in
the Big West Conference during her
eight years at the helm.
Sports are good for girls and
women, Coutts said. "Girls and
women who participate in sports
have higher levels of confidence,
stronger self-images and lower levels
of depression," she said. "We think
sports are an investment in the psy
chological health of all women."
Registration for both camps must
be completed by Monday, June 3.
Contact Coutts at (209) 946-2745 for
applications, brochures and cost in
formation.

Setting it Straight
Clarification:
A May 2,1996 feature story en
titled "Parking Nazi strikes again"
could have given readers the im
pression that the story was a per
sonal attack on a single parking en
forcement officer. The author was
expressing her frustration at the
entire UOP Department of Public
Safety for being too effective in
enforcing parking laws. Neither the
story nor the accompanying car
toon were intended to single out
any individual member of the de
partment.
In the May 2 issue the Benerd
School of Education was incorrectly
identified as the School of Engi
neering in the Commencement cal
endar. Baccalaureate services will be
held at 11 a.m. and not at 12 noon
as stated in last week's issue. Please
see the complete calendar on this
page.
We want to make sure the sto
ries in The Pacifican are correct. If
an error has been made, contact
Editor-in-Chief Kate Lamping by
telephone at (209) 946-2115, by fax
at (209) 946-2195 or by email at
Pacifican@vmsl.cc.uop.edu.
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nate flip-flops, withdraws plan to cut funding
v 11
\ VH A\/f
\JDY
denham

ffl ifican staff writer
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niftv stung by criticisms from stuS jits, the ASUOP senate has recalled
w,lan that would cut funding to
Z Hips representing UOP's colleges
'Neil j schools.
H Bill 04, which guaranteed $5 per
she! dent in each of the constituent
iools for club funding, was recalled
!nsoi April 22 due complaints by memconstituent school govWs
iments
that
the guidelines were
I'era,
i vague.
"The constituent schools comidorf
lined because they understood the
tial idea, but thought it was too
jue," said outgoing ASUOP Presinger1
nt Christie Dickey. They were
I aid that five years from now, nody would understand what we
ant."
The controversy centered on the
litribution of the money. While
schools like COP need more
!ney because of their enrollment
m:, the School of International Studgovernment, OASIS, only has 77
011 idents and the $5 per student

ASUOP senate has recalled Bill 04 that would cut funding to clubs.
would not generate enough money
for them to run a school.
Speaker of the Senate Amber
Lopez said that Bill 04 changes the
ASUOP constituent school funding
equation, which currently creates
uneven distribution per head per

school.
"The bill is supposed to take
down the minimum funding," said
Lopez. "Even though the schools are
guaranteed $5 per student, they are
not only expected to receive that
amount of money. The funding is

Drug mothers similar to
students in anxiety
KATHERINE LE

Pacifican guest writer

A computer
worth $2,050,
was stolen from
the University
Library

ibrary computer theft
nay be inside job
INDY DENHAM

icifican staff writer
Public Safety officials think
wieone with access to a library key
responsible for the theft of a
^050 library computer.
Public Safety was notified on
>ril 11 around 10:30 a.m. that a
"niputer had been stolen from the
rhnical services area in the main
'rary.
Director of Public Safety Robert
alaway says that the computer
'uld have been stolen on April 10th
ter 5 p.m., perhaps after the clo
ne of the library.
"The alarm system was up and
ining," said Calaway. The alarms
not activate, which means that

coin? to match the activity
at
going
level."
Lopez said that the bill was
needed because some schools are be
ing over funded and ASUOP wants to
be able to divide the money accord
ing to activity level.
"What we would be doing is giv
ing ASUOP leverage so that we can
reward some constituent schools that
are doing really good," said Lopez.
Each of the constituent schools,
on in addition to receiving the base
$5 per student, would then be allo
cated money according to the bud
gets that must be submitted to the
ASUOP finance committee. The com
mittee then approves or denies the
budgets and the money is allocated
accordingly.
Dickey said, "The way the [bud
get) structure is right now, it is not
working effectively. It is not the
people, it is the whole structure."
COP currently receives the most
amount of money, roughly $18,000
per year. The School of Business re
ceives around $10,000 per year. In
comparison, the Bernerd School of
Education receives about $3000.
The current funding system is
expected to remain in effect this fall.

nobody broke in...the person may
have had access to a key."
Sophomore Julie Lowe, a worker
at the circulation desk in the library,
says she does not understand how
the theft could have occurred.
"It's scary, but it also does not
make any sense to me since the li
brary has a really significant secu
rity system," said Lowe.
Calaway said that it is hard to
estimate the time the computer was
taken. It is also possible that the per
son hid in the library after it closed.
Public Safety and the library are
working together to assure that an
other theft does not occur.
"Public Safety is working closely
with the library and everybody is
being more conscious and aware of
what is going on," said Calaway.

Drug Abusers. Drug Mothers.
Drug Babies. Is there a correlation
among the three?
"Yes," says Dr. Laura Epstein,
communicative disorders professor at
the University of the Pacific. She feels
there is a strong relationship, based
on her research into cocaine-abusing
young women.
Epstein has studied women in
their early 20s to early 40s. Who come
from substance abusing families
themselves. Through interviewing
and videotaping, Epstein was able to
log daily activities as well as the
subject's progress.
Epstein she is battling the stereo
type that drug-abusing mothers and
their babies are not fit for society.
"They are the most inspiring
people—to see them change and take
control of their lives," said Epstein.
"I was really transformed," said
Epstein.
There is a long-term structured
residential program which allows the
mothers to keep their children. The
program provides vocational train
ing, as well as gradual transition to
the community without withdrawing
support since it takes two or three
years for the mothers to feel independent.
"I think it is what needs to be

done in order to have a successful
program," said Epstein.
Epstein who her doctorate at
University of California at Santa Bar
bara, is in her first year at UOP.
She presented a paper entitled,
"Cocaine Abusing Mothers in Con
text: Helping Them Help Their In
fants," at The Annual Convention of
the American Speech-Language-Hear
ing Association in Orlando, Florida.
Epstein wrote the paper as a part
of her dissertation research. She felt
drawn to the subject because of her
contact with cocaine children.
Epstein points out that these
mothers have a lot in common with
students—anxiety. The mothers turn
to cocaine like some college students
go out and drink heavily at parties.
According to a 1992 study on col
lege alcohol abuse in the nation, 45
percent of people polled drink alco
hol.
"Basically alcohol is a common
drug," said Dan Bava, director of the
Office of Substance Abuse. "We are
seeing there is a lot more binge drink
ing in college students."
Although alcohol is the most
commonly used drug, this does not
mean this is the only drug college stu
dents are turning to for whatever rea
son—to deal with anxiety or to have
a good time. "There really is no dif
ference," said Epstein. "They both use
a controlled substance to deal "
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unreliable and ineffective. The ad
ministration admitted that they
weren't even putting four-year track
ing information into the system be
cause it will be lost when the com
puters are upgraded.
Grace Covell dining hall shut its
doors because of a steady decline in
both the hall's residential population
and the number of students partici
pating in UOP's meal plan.
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Donald DeRosa began work as the University's 23rd President.
Story by Sarah Leer
Layout and design by Laurel Nolan
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UOP welcomes new president
Donald DeRosa. DeRosa was formally
introduced to the campus on Septem
ber 14 in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. He has moved into the
President's House on campus with his
family. DeRosa plans to find people
to fill two high level administration
positions: vice president of institu
tional advancement and the new
university position of provost.
The School of Business and Pub
lic Administration was renamed the
Eberhardt School of Business after the
notable Stockton banker and UOP
benefactor. Regents decided to
change the school's name in recog
nition of the Eberhardt family's con
tributions to the University. Robert
M. Eberhardt was a Board of Regents
member for 31 years.
Police broke up a brawl involv
ing members of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and four other UOP students at
Jimmie's Place, a bar on Country
Club Boulevard.
A former UOP professor, fired af

ter being charged with having an in
appropriate relationship with a stu
dent, began receiving his salary again
and was placed on administrative
leave while he appealed his dismissal.
Robert MacMillan of the School of
Education was fired by former presi
dent Bill Atchley. MacMillan's appeal
claimed there was misconduct during
committee hearings that led to his
dismissal.
Following charges of improper
dumping and storage of hazardous
waste charges, dozens of UOP faculty
and staff members were required to
attend an environmental training ses
sion. The training session was part of
UOP's settlement with local govern
ment along with $38,000. The lawsuit
accused UOP of improper disposal of
used oil filters and laboratory waste,
failure to have an adequate contin
gency plan for hazardous waste inci
dents and storage of hazardous waste
in open or unlabeled containers.
Forty-four percent of this year's
incoming freshman failed the writing
proficiency exam. Many were forced
to take remedial writing classes before
they could enter the Mentor program.
UOP's four year guarantee was
questioned because the new Banner
computer system had proven to be

A fire at the Pacific Pines apart
ment complex on Pacific Avenue left
over a dozen UOP students homeless
on October 1. None of the seven
apartments escaped some sort of fire,
water or smoke damage. PRSSA orga
nized a "Change Their Luck" fund
raiser in which they placed large jugs
in the McCaffrey Center for change
donations.
Students had mixed opinions of
the O.J. Simpson verdict. Some said
they were surprised at the acquittal

AKL holds ground breaki
million fraternity house.

while others argued that it was ob
ous from the beginning of the tra
The Movimiento Estudiant
Chicano Aztlan, a student organi
tion for Latinos, wanted a changt
Phi Delta Theta's annual "Phiesi
party. The clothing suggestionlOti
of
thentic Mexican dress was s
offensive and stereotypical, said
members.
John Black of Pi Kappa Alpha v
selected as Homecoming King a
Kelly Ward of Tri Delta was crowr
queen. The selection was tainted
charges of ballot-stuffing and !
minute revisions in the way the vs
ners were chosen. Student votes w
thrown out and candidate select
was based on applications, ini
views, and grade point averages.
During their regular fall meeti
UOP's Board of Regents elected of
ers for the upcoming year. Rot
Monagan was reelected as chairn
and Donald Smith was reelectec
vice chairman.
T.J. Sullivan and Joel Golan
visited the UOP campus to kick
Greek Week with their presentat

s

ecotnim *'">
John Black and Kelly Ward were crowned this years Hom>
Queen.

Wlip Cilbertson was named provost ofUOP.
;
.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon suffered a fire in their 'Crack House.'

Former football Coach, Chuck
Shelton, left UOP after the
football program was terminated.

Friendship in the Age of AIDS." The
iour-long program in the Faye
panos Concert Hall offered moving
monal stories as well as a comedic
ok at alcohol's impairing effect on
tfe sex.
The Record of Stockton ran a col
umn that suggested UOP students
'arbor "strange" ideas about the city
U Stockton. It seemed the Record
fasn't happy about a Pacifican story
fiat called Stockton the "armpit of
California."

and ABC news corespondent, spoke
to a crowd of 600 at the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
President Donald DeRosa, in an
apparent change of University policy,
told COP faculty members that Board
of Regents meetings were open to the
public. In the past, Regents chair Rob
ert Monagan had said that meetings
were open. However, the University
did not publicize the date, time or
location of the meetings.
Former UOP president. Bill
Atchley landed a job as interim presi
dent of South
east Missouri
State Univer
sity, while re
taining
his
$150,000 retire
ment contract
with
UOP.
Atchley would
retain his posi
tion as UOP
consultant and
president
emeritus for the
remainder of
the two-year
contract, which
expires in June
of 1997.
n Saturday, November 18 at 2 a.m., a fire gutted Callison
After
a
ning hall.
tense meeting,
the ASUOP Sen
ate upheld the decision by student
president Christie Dickey to veto
funding for a party sponsored by the
African American Student Union and
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Dozens of
colorful signs were posted around
"November
campus with slogans such as "Dickey
Pierre Salinger, former press sec
We Can't Hear You!" and "Dickey ve
tary to President John F. Kennedy

E$PN covered UOP second "BIG THURSDAY" basketball game.
toed." AASU claimed they didn't
know who did the chalking and
posted the signs.
Dr. Kenneth Forsythe was selected
as the new Cowell Health Center di
rector. He served as a sports medicine
expert for ABC during the 1988
Olympics and is married to famed fig
ure skater Dorothy Hamill. Forsythe
is the author of numerous publica
tions, including the 1985 book, "Ath
letics for Life."
On Saturday November 18, a
four-alarm fire ripped through
Callison Dining Hall completely de
stroying the building and severely
damaging Raymond Great and Elbert
Covell halls. UOP's Public Safety was
the first on the scene after they re
ceived an emergency call at 2:16 a.m.
Within 20 minutes the fire had esca
lated to four-alarms. About 580 stu
dents were evacuated from their
dorms for the night. To accommodate
student needs, food service re-opened

Grace dining hall in time for break
fast the next morning.

0.

ecember

The Pacifican reports that the
UOP Book Store lost nearly $300,000
last year due to computer overstock
ing and an effort to sell computers
without a profit as a service to the
University. The losses occurred be
cause the Book Store decided to sell
computers at cost, which limits prof
itability. A lack of sales, surplus sit
ting in inventory, and technological
advancement compounded the prob
lems.

ebruary

UOPP says
says good Dye
5y< to 77 years of
See Year in Review page 6

continued from page 5

low, with burglaries remaining the
football tradition. The
No. 1 crime on campus. The Public
&
Board of Regent's deri
Safety's
"Student Right To Know"
vei&isofs&0 sion to suspend Divicrime report totaled 82 crimes in
sion I football left the
1995. the mandatory annual report
school's athletic future
lists the number of reported crimes
in doubt and prompted reactions
ranging from burglary to sex offenses.
ranging from relief to remorse. The
While 1995 crime rates were low,
debate over football had raged for 40
1996
began with a wave of car bur
years on campus. They key factor, as
glaries
which had students saying
always, was finance.
they
were
worried about the safety of
A team of Sacramento fire inves
their cars on campus. Within three
tigators, assisted by a black Labrador
weeks there were five car burglaries
retriever, determined that the $1 mil
reported on campus.
lion fire that destroyed Callison Din
Sasaki Associates Inc. discussed a
ing Hall was the result of arson. A
three-phase plan for remodeling the
$6,000 reward was offered for infor
University. Options being discussed
mation leading to the capture of the
were rearson
o
penists.
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the
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m o r e
aban
central location to draw the Phar
don their home in fraternity circle at
macy School close to the heart of
the end of the 1995-1996 school year.
campus.
President Karie Lord said that the
Led by the aggressive new admin
chapter was happy with their decision
istration
team of President DeRosa
she denied that the break up was due
and
Provost
Gilbertson, UOP prepares
to low numbers in membership.
for a self-examination of all academic
UOP
selected
Valparaiso
programs that may result in dramatic
University's dean for its second most
changes over the next few years.
powerful administrative job of pro
While rumors of program-cutting and
vost. Philip N. Gilbertson was named
sliced majors floated around the cam
provost in January and was scheduled
pus and community, DeRosa claimed
to start work in March. Gilbertson,
that no decisions would be made
who streamlined the number of pro
until Gilbertson arrives in March.
grams and departments at Valparaiso,
Hoping to distinguish UOP from
was expected to work with DeRosa on
other
schools, the DeRosa adminis
a similar effort at UOP.
tration developed a new mission
After announcing its meetings
statement that highlights what UOP
were open to the press and public, the
perceives as its strengths and its core
Board of Regents reversed its decision
mission. About 90 members of the
and again closed its meetings. The
university community participated in
only spectators allowed were ASUOP
a day-long retreat to brainstorm and
President Christie Dickey, Chair of the
compile themes and phrases that
Academic Council Herb Reinelt, and
could be used in the revised Mission
Director
of
Alumni Terrise
Statement.
A small group of faculty
Giovinazzo.
and one student formed a commit
ESPN broadcast the UOP men's
tee that produced a draft of the new
basketball game over national televi
statement, which then received com
sion giving the University the oppor
ments from the campus community.
tunity to gain more national recog
nition. Students nearly filled the
stands as they cheered the Tigers on
to a 80-55 win over UNLV.
Alpha Kappa Lambda broke
UOP men's basketball won both
ground on their $1 million house. The
of its final home games to end the
house will be located next to the ten
season with a No. 2 finish in the Big
nis court along the Calaveras River.
West Conference. The Tigers made a
Reported crimes at UOP for the
remarkable comeback in the second
1995 calendar year fell to a four-year
half of their RWC season. After the

ireh

President DeRosa was officially inaugurated on April 19.
first half of league play, the Tigers
were 3-6 and in eighth place. In the
second half, UOP went 8-1, only los
ing to San Jose State on the road.
The Board of Regents approved a
four percent raise in tuition, bring
ing with it a higher UOP price tag as
well as questions regarding the rea
soning behind it. The increase, $690
per student annually, is considered
moderate and falls below the national
average of five percent. One-third of
the incoming revenue generated from
the increase will go toward both need
and merit based financial aid. Twothirds of the new raise will cover the
financial needs for institutional pri
orities and a contingency fund to off
set possible fluctuations in revenue.
The backyard of President Donald
DeRosa's home is remodeled at the
University's expense. The DeRosa's in
stalled a jungle gym, a basketball
court and a trampoline. There were
no parking spaces lost to the backyard
expansion and no harm was done to
surrounding greenery.
Students returning from an offcampus party were evacuated from
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house
on March 22 when a storage build
ing in the backyard suddenly caught
fire. The actual cause of the fire is
unknown, but some fraternity mem
bers suspect it may have been caused
by the homeless who frequently use
the back house as a place to sleep.
With UOP jumping on the infor
mation superhighway, ASUOP de
cided to create its own information
cite on the World Wide Web to help
students learn about campus activi
ties.
The
ASUOP page
consists of in
formation on
the different
divisions of
the organiza
tion including
UPBEAT, the
Annex, Tiger's
Grocery, Sen
ate,
and
Stockton's mayorKPAC. The
elect Gary Podesto
web site is lo
cated at http:/
/www.uop.edu/student/asuop/
index.html.

Gary Podesto, a UOP Kegent
local businessman, won the Stockt
mayoral race by a convincing
in his first entrance into politics,
said he will continue to serve ont Bide
Board of Regents until his term e|slthoi
pires in 1999. Podesto said as Ma) (sever;
he can affect the average UOP studej; trips
by cleaning up the downtown a sieve
waterfront areas of Stockton an nslei
bringing in jobs to reduce crime. U( HeSc!
student Brian Tibbens, 19, was o timini
of Podesto's four opponents.
Public Safety reports that up to • pel
percent of their law enforceme .sdiscc
problems deal with non-students jjou
non-university students.
iftertl
Approximately $600 that was ci ;;0per
lected from ticket sales at Band Fro mJou?
was reported missing. The Consers |j,em
tory of Music was set to use procee :i(Jit|lt
from the 68th annual Band Frolic f fflno,
instrument repairs, hall repairs ai iR
to help fund a trip to the Music Lo K:ty.
ference in Southern California ne ;;[rien
year. Several students on camp iy e
called the situation an outrage, n< ,tfR.
ing all the time students put into m*.
production of the show.
The ASUOP Senate will face
jor changes if a proposed
approved by both the Senate and t
student body. Measure / w
five new positions to the
.
branch. The number o s®t«
would be reduced to one p
ent school and three se
large. The measure was late y ^
After almost a yearan
•
dent DeRosa was ofhaaib
,
rated on April 19. Many
fort
first year was a successful on
president, one which wa ntr0vers

some accomplishments,c ,uje T
decisions, and a hectic sc ocessi
inauguration began wit PnjverSi
through campus led y
aI
Mace Bearer, the Plattor ^ejna
the Institutional Delega ' oS Co
gural ceremony
n0sa's in?
cert Hall featured Dr. ^
part
gural address. An all
j^jdnig
cue featured the rnuS1.CO0en Hot
Voices. The Inaugural F on at t
was held in the late aftern
President's House.
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vil twin of Year In Review

\RRIE HAYWARD

acifican staff writer

eptember

At the
beginning
of the year,
UOP wel
comed new
president
D o n a l d
DeRosa and
his family
to campus.
T h e y
moved into
lofnthjihe President's House over the sumrin exjmer, although DeRosa was not seen
til several months later due to freuent trips to the family's old house
:o retrieve the G.I. Joe action figures
Mtis sons left behind.
"0
The School of Business and Pub3j> onjiic Administration changed its name
to Eberhardt School of Business and
b'feien quickly changed it back when
was discovered that the new initials
!BtsSpelled out "Eberhardt S.O.B."
After the school was charged with
^'improper dumping and storage of
-hazardous waste, UOP faculty and
faff members were required to dis
pose of their dining hall coffee in spe1, corrosion-impervious waste conners.
Forty-four percent of incoming
reshmen failed the writing profiiency exam, and sum a them
n0';joonyers and seenyers ain't doon too
Osgood neethur.
UOP's four year guarantee was
niaireis
I the

m
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jeopardized as the new Banner com
puter system proved to be unreliable
and ineffective. The administration
admitted they are currently writing
four-year tracking information on
Summit napkins, which they place in
a wastebasket and set on fire, since
the information will be lost anyway
when the computers are upgraded.

October

After a fire at a nearby apartment
complex left more than a dozen UOP
students homeless, the PRSSA orga
nized a "Thank God It Didn't Hap
pen To Us" fund-raiser with donation
jars in the McCaffrey Center and a
three-day Live Aid-style concert fea
turing local favorites Stark Naked and
the All Night Newsboys. The pro
ceeds, which totaled nearly $3.78,
were promptly misplaced.
Responding to a Latin student
organization's claim that their annual
"Phiesta" party, which encouraged
authentic Mexican dress, was offen
sive and stereotypical', Phi Delta Theta
changed the theme to "Phinese New
Year," with the suggestion that guests
wear ninja costumes, fu manchus,
and fortune cookies.
By a huge landslide, Carrie Hayward was selected as both Homecom
ing Queen- and King amid a scandal
that put one person in the hospital
and sent two to jail on charges of ex
tortion and racketeering. The other
contestants have yet to be found.
The Record of Stockton suggested
that UOP students have strange ideas
about the city of Stockton after a
Pacifican article called Stockton "the
armpit of California." The Pacifican
later printed a retraction, stating that
Stockton was in fact "the nostril of
California."

November

President DeRosa announced that
Board of Regents meetings were open
to the public. The meetings had tech
nically been open in the past, al
though the date, time, location and
secret password were not publicized,
and attendees were never seen alive
again.
former president Bill Atchley
landed a cafeteria job at Southeast
Missouri State University but retained
his $150,000 retirement contract, pri
vate jet and million-dollar endorse
ment deal with UOP.
After a tense meeting, the ASUOl'
Senate called for a discussion of a
vote to vote on Christie Dickey's veto
of funding for an African American
Student Union/Omega Psi Phi party.
The issue went to discussion three

times, was amended twice, was reamended when someone realized you
can't amend a vote, and was eventu
ally tabled when Senate members for
got what it was they were arguing
about.
Mr. Dorothy Hamill was selected
as the new health center director. His
credentials included serving as hus
band of Dorothy Hamill for a num
ber of years, and probably a bunch of
other great stuff that nobody both
ered to find out about.
A four-alarm fire blazed through
Callison Dining Hall, destroying ev
erything in its path except the food
which, investigators say, could have
survived a nuclear blast. This was
good news for Public Safety officers
who, as the first on the scene, had
first dibs on the donuts.

December

Nothing funny happened in De
cember.

January

Or January.

February

Due to lack of funds, the Division
I football program was suspended
and its members were forced to hold
dinner theater and dance revues in
the stadium to raise money. "We
thought it would attract more fans,"
said one Regent.
A team of fire investigators, un
der the direction of a black Labrador
retriever, pawed over the remains of
the Callison Dining Hall looking for
chew toys, dead squirrels and doggie
donuts.
After 34 years on the UOP cam
pus, the women of Alpha Chi Omega
realized that all their friends had
graduated three decades before and
it was time for them to let some new
members in and get on with their
lives.
Sasaki Associates were hired to
develop a plan to remodel the Uni

versity. Some options being discussed
included installing playgrounds be
hind every dorm, knocking out class
rooms to make more parking spots,
and completely demolishing the Uni
versity and starting over from scratch.
The DeRosa administration devel
oped a new mission statement that
highlights what UOP perceives as its
strengths (its "optimism, sense of
humor, kindness to animals, and bust
size") and its core mission ("to ex
plore strange worlds, seek out new life
and new civilizations—to boldly go
where no man has gone before").

March

UOP's men's basketball team won
both of its final home games, ending
the season as No. 2 in the Big West,
No. 6 in the Little West, and No. 7 in
the Medium-sjzed West. The Tigers
made a comeback in the second half
of the season, going 8-1 set, 857-6309
Jenny, Act V, Scene 2, Row J, Seat 53.
The Board of Regents approved a
four percent raise in tuition to pay for
a committee whose sole function
would be thinking up new justifica
tions for tuition increases.
ASUOI' jumped on the informa
tion superhighway and was promptly
mowed down by rapidly-advancing
technology, necessitating an ex
tended hospital stay and several long
court battles.

April

Public Safety reported that up to
70 percent of their law enforcement
problems deal with non-students,
and the 30 percent that do deal al
most exclusively with death threats
to Pacifican staff members.
The Kilusan Pilipino club was
outraged when The Pacifican ran its
picture along with a story about the
disappearance of $600 in Band Frolic
ticket money. The Pacifican apolo
gized, stating it had intended to run
a picture of the Young Republicans
club.
The ASUOI' Senate faced a major
slim-down by a proposed measure to
thin out membership by reducing the
number of senators per constituent
school. Under Measure A, the Senate
would have a delicious shake for
breakfast and lunch, and enjoy a
healthy, well-balanced meal at din
ner.
After almost a year in office, Presi
dent DeRosa was officially inaugu
rated when someone remembered
he'd never actually been sworn in.
Inaugural festivities included a pro
cession, ceremony, and barbecue, and
an open house held in the president's
43-acre backyard.
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Saving time, money

Students adopt two, three year plans for graduation^
have to spend the extra money to stay

CHRISTINEILL

Pacifican staff writer

"

Forget the traditional four years.
A handful of students at UOP are
planning their classes, saving their
money and graduating early in three
years or less.
"It's not unusual to graduate in
four years and it can easily be done
in less," said Alex McDavid, assistant
dean of admissions.
Several students plan to graduate
early from UOP because they came
in straight from high school with
many advanced placement units.
Erin Lewis, a sophomore after
one semester, plans to graduate early
and study abroad in Australia.
"It just worked out," said Lewis.
"I planned ahead in high school by
taking AP classes so I could have an
easier senior year in college. Now I'd
only have to take like one class if I
wanted to stay four years.
"This is just so easy and right
there, I'm going to do it," said Lewis.
When asked if she had to take
summer school she said, "No. If I had
to take summer school the whole deal
would be off. That defeats the pur
pose i»
Another student who will gradu
ate early is Erin Kirby. She arrived at
UOP in the fall of 1993. With an ex
tra 18 AP units and a few summer
school classes, she will graduate early.
"I found I had those 18 AP units
and just decided to graduate early.
Everything fell into place and it just
kind of happened," said Kirby.
"I'm an elementary education
major, so I still have to do my stu
dent teaching and get my credential,
but I'm glad that I can graduate
early," she said.
Kirby is also glad that she doesn't

,nn for
r
at UOP
a fourth
year.
""
*

Financial considerations were
important to MacLean Flood, who
will be graduating after only two years
in college.
"I'm going to save about $60,000
by graduating early," Flood said. (See
sidebar for more details.)
Carrie Hayward is another stu
dent who was concerned about cost
and will be graduating early while fit
ting in a semester abroad.
"I only took two classes at Sierra
College in Rocklin and overloaded
one semester and I can graduate
early," said Hayward. "It's ridiculous
to spread it over four years." Hayward
entered college with 12 AP units.
Hayward also likes the advantage
of having an increased class standing
and put her ahead with registration
and housing.
This isn't a new concept for UOP
students either. Students have been
graduating early for several years.
"There have always been students
who have excelled (and graduated
early), but it doesn't happen with a
lot of frequency," said Vice President
of Student Life, Judy Chambers.
Judy Johnsen, class of 1970,
graduated early and also fit in a se
mester abroad.
"My first two years were normal,
but in 1970 there was a lot of politi
cal unrest, so I decided to graduate
early," said Johnsen.
"I knew the value of a diploma,
but I just wanted to get out of school."
Johnsen said that a lot of people
rebelled against authority and she
didn't even go to the graduation cer
emony. She also said she wanted to
get married and her father, also a UOP
graduate, wouldn't pay for her college
if she got married while in school.

MacLean Flood's Top Ten List
"Why you should graduate from UOP in two years''
10. You get tired of playing
the administration game. Go
to Knoles, go to Hand Hall, go
to housing.
9. You can't wear combat
boots in the summer.
8. You're tired of wading to
class when Physical Plant
aters the lawn.

r

7. You'd like to live some
where other than a box.

6. You can live on grease for
only so long.

5. You can count the number
of guys with long hair on
campus on one hand.
4. If you see one more Dixie
flag, you'll puke.
3. You'd stay longer, but you
can't find a parking place.
2. They say there are a lot of
things to do around Stockton,
but there's nothing to do in
Stockton.
1. Crime's so bad in this city
you join the crowd and steal
two years.

"it
re"It was really easy and I don't re
1-1
gret" it
bit," said Johnsen.
" one '""
A key question for early gradu
ates: what do you do after departing
Stockton?
Lewis, a Communication major
with an emphasis in broadcast and
print, is not sure what she will do.
She may take a year off or go to gradu-

tinpiiaoio ill UlWUUCUJl U11V
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ate school. She eventually
eventually wants
warn 0
cfc"f her
Uar own
!
start
magazine.
HUHtt
After graduation Flood hon* A
work in the LINCS office at Stanfo. 4
LINCS is Local Integrated Col J"
Support where he would be in cha •
of problem solving and purchasi,
computers for departments that ha
problems with their equipment

Transfer or Graduate

Mac Flood chooses to graduate in two yea,

CHRISTI NEILL

Pacifican staff writer

"It was transfer or graduate. I
chose graduate," said MacLean Flood,
a UOP student who will graduate this
month after being on campus for
only two years.
Flood consulted with his father
and his communication department
faculty advisor and figured out a way
to graduate in two years.
"It wasn't hard, it was just a lot
of work," said Flood.
"It took a lot of concentration
and when I wanted to give up every
thing I just had to grin and bear it. I
have no social life whatsoever either."
During Winter term 1994 Flood
took five classes. In Spring '95 Flood
overloaded and took 23 units. Sum
mer '95 he overloaded again and took
24 units, and he will finish this se
mester after completing 17 units and
walk the stage during graduation.
Flood is a communication major
with an emphasis in print.
"I couldn't have done this if I
were majoring in chemistry or engi
neering," said Flood.
Flood began his college career in
the Freshman Advantage Program at
UOP in the summer of 1994. He came
straight out of high school with only
six AP units and without any previ
ous college experience.
"I took the normal freshman load
of 16 units my first semester and then
asked myself, do I want to be here or
do I want to transfer?" said Flood.
Alex McDavid, assistant dean of
admissions, said, "I've never heard of
anyone like Mac before, anywhere."
Flood came to UOP because of

r

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(209) 465-6048

personal suggestions from his famil
One of Flood's main reasons ft
graduating early was his unhappineS
with the UOP administration.
"I don't agree with the adminii
tration," said Flood. "I want a can*
pus that's student centered, not ora
that's centered around what the ra
gents want or the administrate
wants. UOP doesn't provide that, j
Flood was also involved in ex
curri'cular activities while on camp 1
He was the feature and news e <1
of The Pacifican and mana^e kJ
MacHall project where he w
J
with
the labs m a i{1j
witn computers in
m urc
dence halls. He was on com
1
council, active in student theattr an.
wac an R
H A representative,
j
was
RHA
representative. cur
_
^
Flood is a resident assistan i
Covell Hall.
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CARROLL! ON, Ga.—Two West
Georgia College biology professors
are facing federal drug manufactur
ing charges after they allegedly used
campus laboratories to produce the
drug methamphetamine.
Dr. Spencer Hiroshi Hamada, 53,
of Bowden, Ga., and Dr. Dwight Keith
Romanovicz, 47, of Carrollton, Ga.,
! both tenured professors of the WGC
| biology department, were arrested by
DEA agents on charges that they
"conspired to manufacture and dis
tribute methamphetamine . . . and
to manufacture and distribute mariuana." Hamada was arrested at his
Bowden home April 21, while
Romanovicz turned himself in to
arrollton police April 22.
The U.S. Drug Enforcement Adinistration alleges that Hamada and
omanovicz diverted chemical and
supplies from the college to produce
the methamphetamine, also known
s "crank" or "speed."
The professors also are accused of
growing marijuana in their homes
but are not accused of selling drugs
to
students.
Hamada
and
Romanovicz were suspended with
pay with week pending a full inves'gation into the charges, said college

^

officials.
Both the homes and offices of the
two professors# were searched for
drug-related paraphernalia, as were
the labs in the Biology/Chemistry
building. Computers and documents
were taken for investigation, but no
manufactured substances were
found.
According to a federal affidavit,
DEA task force agents have been
monitoring
Hamada
and
Romanovicz for approximately 17
years for suspected drug trafficking
and manufacturing activity. The two
professors have taught at West Geor
gia since 1978.
An 18-month investigation using
undercover federal agents revealed
that both Hamada and Romanovicz
may have been involved in the buy
ing and selling of glassware and
chemicals used to produce metham
phetamine.
Also the affidavit alleges that an
undercover DEA agent met with
Hamada to buy glassware and chemi
cals
needed
to
produce
methamphetaime in late March. In
early April, $2,500 in cash was ex
changed for the materials. Later that
week, Hamada allegedly sold the
agent a quarter pound of marijuana
grown by Romanovicz for $600.

fA/KMCIf/!

Students and administrators have
been shocked by Hamada's and
Romanovicz's
arrest.
Shawn
Bingham, a freshman mass commu
nications major at WGC, said that
Romanovicz used to joke about drug
use in a Science 101 lab course he
took winter quarter.
"In class there were three other
teachers, so he [Romanovicz] didn't
joke around much about drugs, but I
remember in lab he told this guy [in
class] who had a chemical, 'Don't
sniff this now. Wait 'til you get
home.'" Bingham said. "I didn't think
that he was making drugs by that re
mark, but I didn't think he saw any
thing wrong with it. It certainly
didn't surprise me [that he was ar
rested.)"
One senior biology major, who
wished to remain anonymous, said
that although she was "not surprised
of the news, it would be a shame to
lose two great teachers if they are
found guilty."
Faculty and administrators, how
ever, were upset and surprised by the
arrests.
Dr. Gregory Stewart, chair of the
biology department, said that the pro
fessors had violated the trust between
the college and its instructors.
"We hold the faculty responsible
for certain criteria, including publi
cations and grants, but it is not our
tradition to monitor the day-to-day
activities [of the labs]," Stewart said.
"This interferes with the creativity of

May 13th - 16th • 9:00 am to 4:30 pm

Friday, May 17th • 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
U O P BOOK S T O R E BUYBACK WINDOW
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

our professors."
Dr. Richard Miller, interim vice
president for academic affairs, also
reacted with surprise to the arrests.
"They [DEA] were not forthcom
ing to us," Miller said. "We learned
of the charges from the news crews.
"My own personal reaction was
shock, disappointment and anger—
all at once. 1 am concerned at how it
hurts the college's image, but far more
importantly, if these charges prove to
be true, these gentleman have vio
lated a very sacred trust—teaching
students," said Miller. "I feel very pas
sionately that college professors have
to set a positive example for their stu
dents."
Both professors' classes currently
are being taught by other biology staff
members, according to Stewart.
"The biology department's first
concern is the welfare of the students.
That is our most important priority.
"We want the impact [on the stu
dents] minimized," Stewart said.
"Right now they are confused because
they really liked these two profes
sors."
Romanovicz was arraigned April
22 in from of a federal magistrate in
Atlanta and released on $35,000
bond. Hamada was arraigned April
25. At press time, bond had not yet
been posted.
If convicted, Hamada and
Romanovicz each face a maximum $2
million fine and up to 40 years in
prison.

Campus drug arrests on rise
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

- FIVE PAYS ONLY -

^

For the third straight year, the
number of drug arrests on college
campuses is on the rise, according to
a new survey by the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
The 1994 figures reveal 6,138 drug
violations, 23 percent more than in
1993. That follows increases of 34
percent in 1993 and 46 percent in
1992.
The numbers might more accu
rately reflect an increase in enforce
ment rather than an increase in drug
use by students, college officials sur
veyed said. In fact, recent surveys in
dicate that drug use by students has
increased only slightly this decade.
"Students are getting tired of liv
ing next door to someone who
smokes marijuana," Sgt. Roberta Boyd
of the Northwest Missouri State Uni
versity police department told the
Chronicle. At that school, arrests
jumped from two in 1993 to 37 in
1994. "We got more tips, and we

made arrests off those tips."
Arrests for alcohol-related of
fenses also went up significantly, the
survey found. The number of viola
tions in 1994 jumped 5.6 percent
from the year before, whereas the vio
lations in 1993 and 1992 increased
less than 1 percent.
The Chronicle surveyed 831 col
leges with more than 5,000 students.
Colleges that receive federal funds are
required to compile a report of cam
pus crime statistics and provide them
to students and staff.
The campus survey also reported:
•19 murders in 1994, compared
with 15 in 1993.
• 1,001 forcible sex offenses, up 12
percent from 892.
•1,375 robberies, up less than 1
percent from 1993.
• 19,172 burglaries, down 7.4 per
cent from 20,693.
•6,624 auto thefts, down 8.2 per
cent from 7,219.
•About 1,500 weapons violations,
which remained steady.
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The Second Annual UOP st„
dent Survey was co-sponsored by
The Pacifican and the Communi
cation Department Research Meth
ods class. The class interviewed a
non scientifically selected samnle
of 432 UOP students on the Stock
ton campus between April 1-5 and
asked their views toward a variety
of issues. The results provided an
in depth look at how a large nuni
ber of UOP students feel about
such issues as campus crime, Greek
life and politics, but do not repre
sent the views of all students on
campus.

Poll shows that University students value fitness and their health

Health, fitness, important issue on the minds of students
DARREN M. ANTONOVICIi
Pacifican staff writer
A recent UOP student survey
found that keeping fit and healthy is
a top priority to most UOP students.
The second annual UQP student
attitude survey, a non-random poll
of 432 undergraduate students at the
Stockton campus which was con
ducted in March, found:
•"Keeping physically fit is an
important priority in my college
years." Eighty-one percent of the stu
dents agreed with the statement.
Agreement was especially strong
among students who said they played
on an athletics team (90 percent).
•Fifty-five percent of students

said they agreed with the statement
that UOP "does not do enough to en
courage students to keep fit or adopt
a healthy lifestyle." Sixteen percent
disagreed, while 30 percent remained
neutral on the topic.
•Sixty four percent of students
said they "pay a lot rhore attention
to eating healthy foods" now than
they use to. Seventy-four percent of
students who exercise 5 to 7 times a
week agreed with the statement.
White students were more likely to
say they paid more attention to eat
ing healthy foods (67 percent) than
non-white students (56 percent).
Cowell Health Center Adminis
trative Director and Director of Nursing Anne Larrouy disagrees with the

opinion that UOP does not do
enough to promote healthy lifestyles
and fitness among students.
"I'm sure students are concerned
with their health," said Larrouy. "It's
just that their priorities are such that
it doesn't come first. The University
provides physical education classes,
intramurals, Wellness Week, and a
health fair. I wouldn't criticize them
for not taking adyantage of these pro

grams. We just need to make them
more obvious to the students."
But Baun Fitness Center Director
John McBride said that if UOP cared
about student health, it would do
more to support the campus fitness
center.
"The University could do more to
promote the fitness center on cam
pus," said McBride. "There are three
outside fitness clubs that advertise on
campus and it's hard to compete."

The Pacifican is now accepting
applications for the following paid
positions for 1996-97:
• Production Manager - Responsibilities include the lay
out and design of the paper, weekly meetings, and taking the
paper to press Knowledge of Adobe Photoshop and Pagemaker
or Quark Xpress necessary.
• News Editor - You are the key person in deciding what
news stories The Pacifican will cover and publish. You assign
stories, edit them and lay.out the news section.
• Assistant News Editor - Responsible for assisting the
News editor in editing and design.
• Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor - Respon
sible for assisting theA&E editor in editing.and design.
Feature Editor - You develop story ideas for your sec
tion and do all layout, editing, and design of the pages.
• Photo Editor - Responsible for organizing all photos in
the paper. Duties include taking photos, delegating to staff pho
tographers, developing and working with sections editors.
- - For,information, contact Editpr:electJanell Bauer
at 946-2115 or by email at Pacifican@vmsi.cc.uop.edur
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Profs warn Buyer beware' with note-takinq services

fnllpap Press
Procc Service
College

>, . . ..
Notes "exam pack," which contained
notes from all lectures up to the mid
It's final-exam time—time to pull
term, as recorded by a fellow class
out the lecture notes.
mate.
StuBut what if you are missing a
I by
"I used them more than the
ini- stack of notes?
book," said Graham, who got a B on
Perhaps you fell asleep in class.
iththe midterm and plans to use I Notes
Or you decided that no one would
da
for the final.
notice if you skipped when 400 other
pie
But, alas, there was a catch:
•ck- students filled the lecture hall . . .
"There were a lot of mistakes in the I
Then again, maybe you did take
md I
Notes," Graham said. In fact, his pro
ety | notes, but you just want another set
fessor, Robert Carmichael, made an
an
to study as a supplement to your own.
announcement in class about mis
mOn many campuses, there are
takes, then went to the service to cor
>ut i note-taking services which—for a
rect them.
iek
fee—will provide students with deSuch inaccuracies present an in
re 1 tailed notes on lectures they attended,
herent problem with note-taking ser
in i somewhat attended or entirely
vices, said Carmichael, who often
missed.
double-checks the I Notes for errors.
Although few schools have offi
"You really are at the mercy of the
cial policies against the use of a notenote-taker," he said. "My experience
taking service, professors in general
has been the quality varies wildly."
seem to warn: it's buyer beware.
I Notes hires students who are
Most of the time, the note-taking
enrolled in the class to take notes,
em | services are available to students who
then turn them in as quickly as pos
attend large universities, such as
sible so they're available to student
tot Pennsylvania State University or the
customers the next day.
University of Michigan. Usually, the
A combination of the fast turn
services hire top students to take
around and the student's own short
comings sometimes can lead to an
notes in class and are independently
operated, for-profit businesses; some
exam pack that's packed with errors,
Carmichael said.
times they're under the auspices of a
J student association.
For instance, when he lectured
f
this semester about Crater Lake, Ore.,
Chad Graham, a University of
in i Iowa freshman, has used the note-tak
the student note-taker wrote down
"Creator" Lake, "as if it was somehow
ing service of Iowa City's I Notes, part
divinely inspired, " Carmichael said.
of a national chain of businesses that
When Carmichael spoke of Lord
serve students at the state universi
Kelvin, who is well-known in the sci
ties of Texas, Wisconsin and Florida,
ence world for his practice of age-dat
just to name a few.
ing the Earth, the student note-taker
A double major in journalism and
wrote down Lord "Calvin," who in
English, Graham bought the notes to
actuality was an early Swiss religious
prepare for his midterm in Introduc
leader.
tion to Environmental Geology, a
Other mistakes included the stu
course that fulfills a graduation re
dent
note-taker referring to
quirement.
Carmichael's lecture on rocks at the
"I've only been [to class], like,
equator as "rocks at the center of the
four times," Graham said. "The class
earth," and a lecture on sediments on
isn't the most interesting."
the sea floor as "settlements on the
So, for about $10 he bought I

J

t!

Redesign
continued from page 1

size doesn't need a parking structure
especially at that price," said Smith.
Another improvements proposed
by the firm is more landscaping.
Smith proposed landscaping the en
trance from Pershing so that it didn't
look like the "back entrance" to the
university.
There was also discussion of
modifying the eastern entrance to the
campus near Burns Tower and im
proving the visual quality.
"We would rework the parking
and extend Knoles Lawn so that it is
more pleasing to enter the campus,"
said Smith, who showed close-up
slides of the current campus to help

familiarize the audience with the spe
cific area that would be under con
struction.
A new central dining facility may
also be built where the existing
Quonset huts are. This would tie in
with the proposed new wood bridge
that connects the main campus to the
Health Center and Public Safety.
The end of campus near the
Health Center would be the site for a
proposed recreation center for sports
sciences, intramurals and intercolle
giate sports activities.
A more extensive plan would in
clude landscaping the banks of the
levy and making it more of a part of
the campus.
We're just trying to redesign,"
said Smith. "We are just trying to give
direction."

sea floor."
that students will do themselves a
"You could come out more dam
disservice."
aged than if you didn't have any
James Hinrichs, a UI psychology
thing at all," he said. "There is a lot
professor, cautions against the use of
of misunderstanding that gets com
a note-taking service, even for the
municated for people who don't
occasional missed lecture.
show up for class and just use the
"I would argue that it's far better
notes."
for those students to contact [several
Still, Carmichael says he has
of] their classmates," he said. "Dif
mixed feelings about the note-taking
ferent individuals will highlight dif
business.
ferent aspects of a lecture."
"If you get a good student, I think
Even though the notes are re
it could be a very good service," he
corded by an honors student, they
said. "I would encourage anything
may not help fellow classmates, he
that gets knowledge or information
added.
out."
"A top student might leave out
James Chung, an owner of I
some of the things a struggling stu
Notes, said the service only hires stu
dent might need to know," Hinrichs
dents who have, at the minimum, a
said.
3.2 grade-point average.
Within the University of
"We hire honor students," said
California's nine-campus system,
Chung, explaining that students are
note-taking services have been run by
usually paid anywhere from $8 to
student associations for more than 25
$25 per lecture to take notes. "Most
years.
of our note-takers have about a 3.5."
"The idea is that it's by the stu
I Notes' slogan is "Be on Your
dents, for the students," explained
Way to an 'A.'" An ad in the student
the manager of a UC note-taking ser
newspaper, The Daily Iowan, lists
vice, who declined to give his name.
about 30 classes for which notes are
Unlike the students that I Notes
available. To some students, that
hires, the UC note-taker is a student
could be an invitation to skip lectures
"who has already taken the course
and just buy the notes.
before [and] received an A-minus or
However, "we're here as a supple
better." That student then audits the
ment for lectures, not as a substi
class, sitting in lectures for a second
tute," Chung said. "We don't want
time, the manager explained. Some
students skipping class. We will dis
times, the note-taker is a professor or
continue taking notes if professors
a teaching assistant, he added.
say class attendance has gone down
The service is well-received by the
[because of I Notes]."
faculty, as long as it's used as a supple
Chung said the business wel
ment, he said."A lot of professors will
comes the rare professor, such as
express concern that attendance will
Carmichael, who stops in and
be affected by having notes in the
double-checks the accuracy of the
class," he said.
notes.
Like I Notes, the UC service will
John Folkins, UI associate pro
occasionally pull the notes or modify
vost of academic review, said the uni
them if professors complain. "I usu
versity has no official policy on noteally try not to do that," he said. "But
taking services. It instead leaves it to
bottom line, I'm not going to alien
the discretion of professors to en
ate the professor just to make a buck."
courage or discourage the use of such
The manager, who graduated
a business, he said.
from a UC campus several years ago,
"If the faculty believes that this
said a "better academic atmosphere"
is a tool, and this is valuable, then
nowadays keeps students from abus
we certainly wouldn't want to dis
ing the service."It's a different breed
courage it," he said.
of students," he said. "It's hard
However, the notes "are often
enough to get in. They are using [the
incomplete or inaccurate or mislead
service] for what they should be us
ing," he said. "As a pedagogical tool
ing it for."
they are sometimes suspect. I worry

LeBISTRO
' Congratulates the
graduating class of 1996

Banquet space still available during graduation weekend.
Call today. 957-0536
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Ask Pebbles and Barn-Bam

Former student enjoys workinq
for beer company

Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam,
I have no social life. Now that I've
achieved my goal of graduating in two
years, I realize I have no friends.
I don't want to have to hang out at
frat parties, but there seems to be noth
ing else to do around here. What do I
do?
-Social reject
Dear Social reject,
You are not experiencing any
thing out of the ordinary. After all, if
you had to give California an enema
you would give it in Stockton, so it's
no wonder there is a lack of things to
do. Fraternity parties won't work be
cause there are only so many times
you can listen to groups of drunks
sing "Sweet Home Alabama."
In our opinion, your only hope
is to find transportation to San Fran
cisco or even Sacramento.
-Pebbles and Bam-Bam
Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam,
I was studying in Bechtel Wednes
day night when my study group decided
that at about 11:30 p.m., we had stud
ied enough. My truck was parked adja
cent to John B. As I approached it I dis
covered, to my surprise, there was a
couple lying flat inside the bed of the
truck! After standing there for some time
wondering what I should do (and believe
me, if the club had not been on, we would
have been off-roading somewhere), I de
cided to inform them that 1 was ready to
go home.
They were obviously not embar
rassed by the fact that they got caught
because they jumped out of the truck and
kicked it by the curb. This has been a
bad week for my truck. First, it gets a
minor bump and then I catch someone
almost trying to do the bump and grind
in a truck which has not been used!
I know the people who were in the
truck bed and when I told all of my

friends, they had a good laugh at their
expense (and my truck's too!). I want to
get even—or at least teach them a les
son. Any really good suggestions???
-Distressed Dakota
Dear Distressed Dakota,
Here are our suggestions:
Every time you see the offenders
make some rude reference to the in
cident like, "Next time you might
want to rent a van—it's a lot more
comfortable than my flat bed!" or
"Hey buddy! You owe me 600 bucks
for new shocks!"
Or, put a sign in the back of your
truck that says, "Vacancy. Hourly
rates. Ask about our group discounts.
Recommended by (place names of
your new enemies here)."
-Pebbles and Bam-Bam
Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam,
My boyfriend is graduating in a week
and I'm freaking out. He received a job
in New York City. I really love him, but
he thinks its better if we end things now
and see what happens after I graduate
next year. I don't know what to do be
cause saying good-bye is going to kill me.
What should I do?
-Long distance loser
Dear Long distance loser,
We hate to be the bearers of bad
news, but your boyfriend is probably
right. Breaking it off now may be
painful, especially at an emotionally
charged time like graduation. But,
making a clean break now will save
you a lot of drawn-out dramas, not
to mention the long distance phone
bills. As cliched as it may sound, if
it's meant to be, you guys will hook
up again when the time is right. Be
sides, if you try to do the exclusive
long distance thing, how much fun
will teeter-totter weekend be (wink,
wink)?
-Pebbles and Bam-Bam

EDIE FERNANDEZ
CO-OP/Internship Program
When Christina Feliccia arrives at
The Graduate and spots a guy drink
ing at the bar, she walks over to him,
introduces herself and then asks if she
can buy him a Bud or Bud Light.
Feliccia is no bar fly, however—
she's on the job. No, there's no need
to a get a Q-tip. You heard right. As
an intern with the corporate office at
Anheuser-Busch Inc., she is one of the
company's Contemporary Marketers
(CMTs) who go into bars wearing
company paraphernalia and promote
Anheuser-Busch products.
Twenty-two-year old Feliccia, a
graduating senior majoring in com
munication, has just been hired as a
CMT for Anheuser-Busch's new cor
porate office in Redondo Beach, Cali
fornia.
Her job as an intern here in Stock
ton is to "service" the top accounts
in the area, which entails frequently
visiting 15 local bars and their man
agers.
The concept of contemporary
marketing is nothing new to Feliccia:
When she studied abroad in Italy, she
had a similar internship with Coors
Brewing company in which she ran
promotions. There are stricter regu
lations regarding promotion strate
gies in the U.S., Feliccia had more lee
way in Italy. Some of the activities she
arranged in Italy were dance contests,
prize giveaways and, yes, drinking
CRose harden departments
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STUDENT SPECIAL: $100
OFF FIRST MONTHS RENT
WITH SIX MONTH LEASE.
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San Francisco San Jose
Sacramento
Oakland
AIRPORTS

GATED COMMUNITY
1011 Rosemarie Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 954-1010
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contests.
One of the promotional activity
that she's currently involved in
"Bud Light Freeze Frame," in^
Anheuser-Busch is searching Z\
people to be in their commercials
In addition to the fact that there I
is always some new event or promo '
ti°n to work on, she really enjoys the
people she works with; as the young
est employee of about 100 coworkers
at the local office, she's viewed as a
little sister.
When she found out there was a
corporate office in Stockton, she im-'
mediately sent her resume. When she
was interviewed for the internship :
position, she emphasized her strong
sense of company loyalty—an im
perative employee attribute at
Anheuser-Busch. Because of Feliccia's
assertive and highly competitive dis
position, she loves the "cut-throat" i
nature of this industry and the fact
that she works for the top U.S. beer •
company.
What she loves most about her
position is that she does something
new everyday—there's no monotony, j
As for the long-term picture, she 1
sees herself as a regional marketing
coordinator in about five to 10 years.
"Now I know where I'm headed,"
said Feliccia. "I've found a company j
that I could be with for the rest of •
my life."
If you're interested in an intern
ship, call the CO-OP/Internship of
fice at 946-2273.

Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Re165 ,
roncrs OR7.9ft97/(800) 347-R[P_

AND UOP IP FOR STUDENT SPECIAL
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At Pacific Ave. Bowl
With Rock 104
April 20th. 10PM til Midnight
(209) 477-0267
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Summer Leagues Now Forming

Headed home? Head to Pak Mail first.
Pak Mail has boxes and all moving supplies
to safely package your belongings. We'll
pack everything for you and ship it to arrive
where you want it, when you want it Don't
make your move without Pak Mail.
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UOPerspective

Beauty pageant beating
CARRIE GULBRANSEN
Pacifican Opinion Editor
Numerous letters have been written about Carrie Hayward's humor col
umn on the Miss San Joaquin County Pageant, stating it wasn't accurate.
In reality, Hayward was pointing out what a lot of women think—that
beauty pageants are a joke. I am appalled it was held on UOP's campus at all.
Jerry Harris, the field director, wrote that Hayward undermined "a pro
gram which promotes and celebrates women's achievements." I do not think
parading around in a bathing suit is considered an academic achievement
worth rewarding and celebrating. The only celebrating I want to do is yak.
Sure there are scholarships. Yet, it seems as if the work for the money is
the same as being a stripper or call girl—getting paid to take your clothes off.
Beauty pageants are, to people like Carrie Hayward and myself, an out-ofdate exploitation of women because of their "beauty."
Plus, by holding the pageant on campus, the committee invited journal
ists and anyone else, for that matter, to spoof the absurd tradition.

//

See you next Fall"

Letters to the Editor: Beauty pagent, jesus and beer, and more...

Top Ten List: Misrepresentation of Jesus
Dear Editor,
efit and fullness of life. But as with
everything else, Jesus gives us the free
dom to make our own decisions. He
gives us control over our choices.

I would like to address Mr.
Montero and all who read last weeks
Top Ten List, "Why Jesus is better
than Bear," and found it amusing or
See jesus page 16
didn't think twice about the informa
tion it contained. Mr. Montero, to say
that beer is better than Jesus would
Dear Editor and Josh Montero,
make me suppose that you have tried
both. But I do not believe that you
After reading last week's "Top Ten
know Jesus, because the man you rep
List: Why Beer Is Better Than Jesus,"
resented and made inferences to in
I am more concerned than offended.
your article is not the God that I and
As a Christian, I have read
hundreds of others Christians on the
through the Bible, analyzed the evi
UOP campus serve. Beyond my be
dence and experienced miracles in
ing insulted and hurt by this article,
my life. These experiences allow me
1 am more concerned with your im
to make the decision that Jesus Christ
age and the image that you have pre
is God and my Savior.
sented to your readers about Jesus
If Josh Montero also read the
Christ.
Bible, examined the facts and still
I would like to systematically ad
decided to not follow Jesus, then that
dress your comments. You are right
is his decision. His decision in this
in inferring that people have been
case can only affect himself. However,
killed for not accepting Christianity
when Montero starts making false
and that many Christians have been
accusations towards Jesus, he is then
burned at the stake, hanged and tor
affecting other people who want to
tured over their decision to follow
know Jesus better. Comments such as
Christ. You are also correct in assert
"No one will kill you for not drink
ing that wars have occurred over reli
ing beer," "Beer has never caused a
gious differences. However, I would
major war," and "There are laws say
like to make it abundantly clear that
ing beer labels can't lie to you" cre
war, violence and persecution that
ate a wrong impression of Jesus.
were caused by or afflicted on Chris
I understand that Josh is trying
tians or any religious group were
to make people laugh, but he does not
caused by people and religion, not
realize that these false comments
Jesus Christ. Jesus clearly teaches
draw people away from knowing the
peace, acceptance and love, not ha
real Jesus. Josh, I ask that you let
tred.
people decide who Jesus really is
Secondly, no where in my Bible
through the Bible and write a Top Ten
does Jesus tell you how to have sex.
list that you can support with facts.
It is true that he has established a plan
for marriage and sex within the con
Willy Pan
text of that qnipn for pur own ben>$ j
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Pageant treated unfairly by The Pacifican
Dear President DeRosa,

Hayward could not find it in herself
to report to readers anything redeem
ing, nor could she properly and cor
rectly state even the simplest of facts,
such as the name of the new Miss San
Joaquin County, Yvonne Green.
Admitting I am ignorant of the
managerial structure of The Pacifican,
I wonder how an editor and/or fac
ulty advisor could allow an article,
supposedly feature in nature, to ap
pear which is slanted, bogus and fic
tional. A retraction certainly appears
to be warranted! If Ms. Hayward
ought to be reprimanded and reas
signed to duties other than reporting;
if newspaper staff work is class-forcredit, then Ms. Hayward should be
failed, for her article was ridicule, not
conscientious reviewing of festivities.
In closing I say that when a co Iegiate reporter of the female gender
puts down and pokes fun at a scho
arship program she knows nothing
about but should have learned a grea
deal about during the course o
afternoon, she is not only chastising
and discrediting fellow students (
UOP coeds chose to particiPate,'S
she is undermining a program w
promotes and celebrates wo
^
achievements everywhere, as^
their educational dreams and
tions. In a world already fi''e
he
so many negatives why
j
Pacifican feel the need to at *
^
educational foundation an . eCjucipients in their quest for hig
cation? Why bite a hand whicn

I am writing this letter in response
to a feature article which appeared in
a recent edition of the Pacifican, writ
ten by Carrie Hayward, who was gra
ciously granted permission to cover
the Miss San Joaquin Country schol
arship competition, held at the Faye
Spanos Conservatory Theater on
March 31, 1996.
For 23 years I have volunteered
for the Miss America Pageant, now
serving as Field Director for local
competitions here in the San Joaquin
Valley. My professional background
has been law enforcement. I am a
graduate of a sister-type college of the
University, Westminster College, Salt
Lake City, Utah (a Presbyterian-Meth
odist Liberal Arts College) who would
not have been able to complete my
education at that institution had it
not been for scholarship assistance.
I am deeply appalled and gravely
disappointed that Ms. Hayward, a stu
dent staff writer, did not responsibly
or accurately report about an impor
tant scholarship event such as the
Miss San Joaquin Country program.
Rather, it appears she chose to attend
the afternoon formal event with no
taste in reporting, or dress for that
matter, and brought with her, a bi
ased agenda, as can be evidenced by
her poor attempt to satirize and/or
editorialize this education-oriented
activity, not to mention her juvenile
gestures (see picture which accompa
nied the article).
I was in attendance and witnessed
jerry Harris
a well scripted, entertaining compe
Field Director,
tition which showcased and staged
Miss California Organization
wonderful amateur, talent; yet M?,
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Top Ten List

Alumni argue for continuation of football
Dear President DeRosa,

support to keep a football program
and meet the law of Title IX.
I have been and will continue to
be a supporter of Pacific athletics. My
position through the years has been
that Pacific needs to leave the domain
of the public schools, and return to
the private school setting of the West
Coast Athletic Conference. The stan
dards and support are more compat
ible to the uniqueness of UOP.
jerry 5. Dorn

The recent decision to discon
tinue the football program at Pacific
was the only possible one for the re
gents to have taken. As a 1960 gradu
ate of the school, I was there during
the positive days of the program dur
ing the 1950s and a witness to the
struggles since the early 1960s. My
home is in Fresno, and through the
yearsIhave made the two hour drive
to many a Tiger game.
Alumnus
To those individuals who have at
tempted to make it happen through
1
the years, the efforts should be ap
Dear Editor:
plauded—including Bob Lee as ath
letic director. The negative forces are
As an alumnus, I am writing to
too many today.
disagree with the letter from student
First, the location of Stockton to
Nicole Mathis ("Football: Regents
the news media influences of the Bay
made best decision"). There has been
Area and Sacramento. This has re
no true explanation to this day as to
sulted in very little, if any, Pacific ath
how dropping football benefits the
letic news reaching the Stockton area
University.
homes.
Contrary to Ms. Mathis' com
The most powerful force, Cable
ments, the last issue was not how
TV, broadcast TV stations into the
UOP football could have been "more
Stockton homes with no reference to
involved in the university commu
UOP athletics (Stockton's local TV is
nity"—whatever that means—but
the Bay Area and Sacramento sta
how this athletic program expanded
tions). A good comparable would be
the role of UOP within the surround
Fresno where the only "local" TV is
ing community. I know of numerous
provided by the Fresno stations. In
non-graduates, including some fam
Fresno, the TV producers and an
ily members, who felt like a part of
nouncers must talk every day about
the Tiger family while supporting the
Fresno State in a positive way or they
football team. The sudden elimina
will be run out of town— and, this
tion of the team, without consider
includes the local newspaper. Pacific
ation for the views of the public and
does not have this isolated position
alumni, is another unfortunate ex
of being the only game in the area.
ample of the arrogance that contin
Second, the Stockton newspaper,
ues to mark this school's administra
The Record, is not influenced by the
tion. It signals that UOP is and seeks
local readers to emphasize Pacific
to remain an isolated island—and not
sports. In Fresno, the challenge is
an oasis—within Stockton.
there everyday to the Fresno Bee. The
Finally, there is nothing about
influence of Fresno's isolated TV
athletics that in itself dilutes the aca
helps to reinforce this approach. Ev
demic reputation of a university. Just
eryone wants to be able to answer to
ask the alumni of bigger schools like
the power-brokers in the commu
Duke, Georgetown, Michigan, North
nity. Pacific's size and private educa
Carolina, Notre Dame, Northwestern,
tional setting will never get the com
Ohio State, UCLA, or USC, or of
munity involvement as is the case in
smaller schools like Boston College or
the public school setting of a Fresno
Seton Hall.
State.
The issue of Title IX seems to be
Joseph Arellano
the final decision in the reality that
COP 73, USC Law '76
Pacific will never have the financial
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Pageant grossly
misrepresented
Dear Editor,

On Sunday, March 31, at 1:45 p.m.,
a reporter and photographer from The
Pacifican entered the Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall where the Miss San Joaquin
County Program was about to begin.
The reporter entered under the
guise of interviewing contestants as she
asked an official if she could do this.
Of course, she was given permission;
however, she interviewed no one. In
stead, it seems quite evident from the
article which appeared in the Pacifican
on April 11 that she had no intention
of writing an article which was journal
istically of professional quality but in
stead came with her own personal
agenda.
Did you know? The Miss American
Organization and its state and local
programs comprise the largest scholar
ship foundation in the World for young
women with over $37 million available
each year.
Did you know? Ten of the last Miss
San Joaquin Counties are graduates of
UOP and that nearly $100,000 in schol
arship dollars have been awarded to
them and the numerous runners up
from UOP.
Did you know? Three of this years
contestants are UOP students, a vocal
performance major, a piano perfor
mance major, and a law student at
McGeorge School of Law.
40 percent of the competition
points were awarded for talent, 30 per
cent for personal interview, 15 percent
for evening wear, and only 15 percent
(less than 1/6 for swimsuit).
The Miss America Organization
and its state and local programs, such
as the miss San Joaquin County Schol
arship Program are Non-Profit organi
zations run entirely by volunteers (a
number totaling over 10,000) for the
main purpose of providing scholarship
dollars as well as the opportunity to
promote growth and enrichment to the
contestants to supplement their
acedemic lives.
For many years, the Miss San
Joaquin Country Scholarship Program
has enjoyed the finest relationship with
the university. The reason for return
ing to that campus, after a number of
years, was to strengthen that relation
ship, partially by attracting dollars.
The committee has always believed
in the importance of unity between this
community and the university. The
Pacifican article has in no way dimin
ished the desire to return again next
year to this lovely campus despite the
unwarranted reporting presented by a
single individual. We look forward to a
mutually beneficial future with UOP.

Agnes Duncan
Director of Franchise Development,
Miss California Organization

Reasons why
Jesus is better
than Beer
10. The more you have of
Jesus, the better you feel
(even the morning after).
9. Jesus accepts you for
who you are. Beer makes
you someone you are not.
8. Filling your body with
Jesus won't make you
puke.
7. Beer satisfies your
thirst, but Jesus satisfies
every need.
6. Beer may temporarily
drown your problems but
Jesus will take them from
you.
5. Jesus is a much
healthier addiction.
4. Jesus makes a much
better friend.
3. Jesus gives you control
to make your own
choices, beer makes them
for you.
2. Beer costs money,
Jesus is free.
1. Jesus renews lives,
beer too often takes
precious lives away.

Compiled by:
Christian groups at UOP
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Richards doesn't realize University police are trying to save lives
Things seniors will
miss once they
graduate from UOP

10. Drive-by
shootings, other
gang-related activity
9. The attractive
brown water
8. Getting pulled
over by Public
Safety
7. On-campus food
6. Their tuition
money
5. Beautiful
Stockton
4. The President's
swimming pool
3. Freshman girls
and guys
2. Pacific Express
1. The Top Ten lists
from The Pacifican

Compiled by:
Carrie Gulbransen

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Jason
Richards, junior at the University of
the Pacific. He wrote in his letter that,
"Public Safety is too concerned with
petty crimes, minor violations." I
would also like to address the issue.
First of all, I'm glad that Jason is able
to write about the citation that he
received. What he doesn't realize, is
that the officer who cited him may
have saved his life. He said there was
no traffic on campus while he was
driving. I know that his vehicle was
not the only car driving on campus.
Also, in order to get to the Town
House Apartments you have to drive
on the city streets, and you know that
there are lots of cars driving on those
roads. I think that Jason doesn't real
ize that all it takes is just one vehicle
to cause an accident, and a fatality
could result from that accident. Be
lieve it or not, we do care about your
safety and the safety of others driv

I have only known very few majo
crimes occurring against a student
and those were on the perimeter of
the campus. Also those responsible
were arrested. I think that the Uni
versity is the safest place in the en
tire city of Stockton, so the students
should not feel uneasy.
We also provide escorts to those
students who utilize that service I
can't tell you how much I love my
job and working for the University.
If something happens to a student^
all the officers feel a sense of guilt that
we were not able to stop that crime
from occurring. We are very few
working, but we do take pride in our
job and we are proud to work with
the great people of the University. 1
would like people to remind people
to buckle up because the life you save
may be your own.

ing on the campus streets.
I have worked for the University
Police Department as an officer for six
years. During this year, I have noticed
numerous stop sign violations and
speeding. Both of these minor viola
tions cause death. We have been very,
very lucky that a student has not been
killed as a result of an auto accident
on campus. All it takes is just a simple
five miles an hour to cause a fatality.
1 can not answer for the other offic
ers and their actions when enforcing
the minor violations. I can tell you
that I have always been fair to every
student that I have stopped for speed
ing or running a stop sign. I also think
that any student that I have con
tacted can tell you that I have treated
them with respect.
I would like to address the issue
of safety on campus. I want Jason to
know that we are fighting crime on
campus. We provide lots of foot pa
trol and bicycle patrol on campus. In
a total of seven years working at UOP,

Anthony Fields
Department of Public Safety

Tuition money doesn't override driving codes
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to the for
mat of an open letter to Jason Richards
regarding his letter about his seat belt
ticket and his unhappiness with the UOP
Police Officers.
Dear Jason,
Granted you are paying a large
amount of money to attend UOP,
however, no where in your applica
tion or acceptance does UOP waive
all of your responsibilities to obey the
law and the vehicle driving code.
Since most accidents with injury
happen at low speeds. The UOP po
lice are not giving out citations as
petty gestures, but simply what they
were hired to do, protect the campus,
its students and uphold the law. The
officers also ticket drivers who are

aside from your assumptions of what
they do, I recommend you visit the
station, go for a ride-a-long and get
to know them and their responsibili
ties. These guys are doing more than
writing traffic tickets. They are not
there to hassle you with petty tick
ets, but protect you, the campus, as
well as enforce the law, which no one
is immune to.
And Jason, just as if you were out
in public, if you are not breaking the
law, you should feel quite at ease to
walk around without being hassled by
the police-just as you should on cam
pus. When you get out into the wor
ing world, a portion of your taxes wi
go to this police protection and ei
service to the community.

speeding across campus or running
stop signs. The reason they do this is
because the one time a person runs a
stop sign may be the one who runs
into you. If you are not wearing your
seat belt while driving, no matter
where you are going or how far, and
especially that you were in a hurry.
At the very least you could be seri
ously injured and now missing your
classes. Law enforcement cannot be
selective-but certainly judges and ju
ries can decide the validity of cita
tions at one's request.
Hopefully, with the education
you are obtaining at UOP, you will
also learn you have to obey the laws
just as you will have to when you
leave school. Despite the tuition you
PayAs far as the UOP campus police,

Name Withheld

Campus Christians offended by Jesus Top Ten List
continued from page 14

Unfortunately, beer often causes
people to lose control of themselves
and their decision making abilities.
Many individuals find alcohol has
influenced them to have sex, to be
come involved in rape situations,
drunk driving accidents and many
other mistakes and decisions that
they otherwise would not have made.
Mr. Montero, nobody has to wait
another 2,000+ years for another
Jesus. He has already come and he is
here today alive and active in the lives
and hearts of millions of believers.
Jesus never lies. He is truth. Dis
honesty is impossible because of his
character. If you have been lied to or

have witnessed hypocrisy in Chris
tians or other believers, please real
ize that everyone fails. We are human
and we all make mistakes.
Mr. Montero, I am a Christian
and I am certain that Jesus is real be
cause I have experienced him in my
life. I don't know what it would take
to satisfyingly prove to you that Jesus
is real, but I am more than willing to
talk and share with you about my re
lationship with him.
There are hundreds of Christians
on this campus and many Christian
organizations such as Chi Alpha,
C.R.E.W. ministries, Inter Varsity Fel
lowship and Youth for Christ. If you
have any questions or are interested

in learning more about who Je*
Christ really is, I invite you to y
these groups.
. w0Uid
To
the iPacifican
editors the ma*
io trie
aLincaii ^
like to say that
^
iai iIunderstand^n^f {he
terial in the opinion se<:tl0p0resent
paper does not necessarily rep
1
the opinion of the staff a
ssarily
add that it also does not
represent the
jjy
IC^lCiCllt
LHV truth
HWVA- or the op
the many Christian stu n j''thislethisl et '
and alumni who have sign
ter in its support.
Christina Flowers
Freshman

Vl

Canadian band Limblifter lifts sounds from Alice in
Chains, Collective Soul, Seven Marry Three
. See story on page, 19
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Movie Guys say farewell, get caught on 'BarbWire'
NATHANAEL REVEAL
RYAN SCHNEIDER ,
Pacifican staff writers
R: "Barb Wire" is the new and
worthless film starring, unfortu
nately, Pamela Anderson-Lee. You're
probably wondering why we wasted
our time and money on this loser of
a film. Well, we figured we'd go out
with a bang. And that is in no way a
reference to the leading lady. I
wouldn't bang her if she were a drum.
Well, I might, but the film was still
really bad.
For one of the first times in my
life, I was bored during a movie. 1
didn't care at all what was happen
ing and Pamela Anderson-Lee was so
plasticated (turned into plastic) she
was no longer attractive, if she ever
was. Barb Wire, her character, a.k.a.
Barbara Mankowitzkowski or some
such crap, is a nightmarish concoc
tion of Barbie and Virtual Valerie
(don't ask me how I know this)
trapped in a world of Penthouse Com
ics with a little bit of "Bladerunner"
anarchy and a Han Solo professional
bounty hunter sentiment thrown in
for frills.
As a representation of a comic
book, its original form, the film may
be true, but as a film it is truly s—t,
not worthy of the gas it took to drive
to the theater or the electricity re
quired to run the projector for the
eight of us imprisoned there.
N: Never in my life have I seen
such gratuitous film making. Scenes
of mindless, banal dialogue continue
interminably as actors trapped under
the curse of bad dialogue trudge
uninspiredly through the script. That
is except for Spamela Hamderson Lee
press on nails (thank-you Muppet
Show).
She looked perfectly happy recit
ing with misbegotten passion lines
that were so threadbare and tired I
could see "Skid Row" stamped clearly
across them (or is that "Property of
Motley Crew")? While the other ac
tors had the dignity to realize they
were playing bit parts in mass pro
duced drek, Spamela seemed to rel
ish each pathetic line.
R: Yeah.
N: Barb Wire is the sole propri
etress of a cheesy wanna-be metal
band, biker moron, gee I wish I were
part of the resistance so I could fight
the nasty Congressionals (don't ask
me to explain since there isn't any
more to explain), neon lit piece of s—
t dance club called by the oh-so-terribly-blinded-by-the-genius name of
Hammerhead.
If the caricatures of bikers with
their terribly shiny chrome and oh
so meticulously maintained mani
cures and teeth hanging around out

side weren't enough to make you
laugh, the pastel blue neon lifted
straight from a gay bar on Polk street
sure would.
Or if neither of those then the
lead singer, dog-collar wearing, barely
capable of intelligent speech, chained
(literally) to the mike anorexic cari
cature of Joan Jett certainly would
have you at least chuckling in selfsatisfying ridicule.
R: Yeah. And it was boring. So I
won't offer any detailed plot synop
sis, since the plot was conceived not
by a filmmaker or even a professional
screenwriter or even a wannabe pro
fessional screenwriter but by a guy
who writes comic books. I'm not say
ing comics don't have their merit, as
Gary Larson and Matt Groening have
proven. And "The Crow" was a very
well-done transition from comic book
tK?
to celluloid.
Pamela Anderson-Lee stars in "Barb Wire."
But that was due in large part to
the late Brandon Lee (no relation to
mythical Congressionals that some
writer conferencing over the three
Tommy and Pamela), a figure to be
how in their own ineffective effemi
hundred dollar lunch the film was
more easily taken seriously as a dra
nate way managed to claim control
evidently an excuse to justify saying,
matic figure. Who knows where his
of
a majority of what seems to be a
"We spent ten grand on the dog, we
career would have taken him.
fragmented
United States are simply
can't not use it." A less motivated and
And who knows where Pamela
mean
torturing
bastards.
less motivating scene I hadn't seen
Anderson-Lee's career will taker her.
The
film
opens
with an acnebefore, even at the recent Petite Play
If "Barb Wire" is any indication, it will
scared general-type pointing a rubber
Festival.
probably be down. If you've seen the
encased hand at a digital readout o
R: Speaking of gratuitous, let's
MTV special on the film, you know
what looks like it might be a central
examine Hannah Barbara Wire's eye
Pamela actually shot automatic weap
nervous system but could just as eas
makeup. Naw, too obvious. How
ons and did some limited kick box
ily be a Japanese subway map while a
about her costuming? Leather, com
ing. All the bullets and round-house
woman strapped naked to a steel tab e
plete with corset which surely must
kicks in the universe can't make up
writhes under extreme duress, ine
have prevented daily intestinal opera
for a bad movie with a bad actress, a
exact
source of her duress is unc ear,
tions and respiration.
bad plot, and an even worse chance
it may be some kind of electric or
How
about
the
climactic
explo
at seeing any profits.
ture delivered through four large
sion? See, Pamela is on her motor
Not even Pamela's abundant
flashing plates that strategically co
cycle, a very pretty Triumph ridden
cleavage or 1.5 second partial nudity
each breast, her groin, and her rig
by someone else except during the
scene will pull this one out of the pro
low-speed mandatory scenes, and is
verbial can, which is where it should
Y It may simply be that whence
pinned between a forklift and a beathave stayed, if not on the shelf of the
general type raises his arm
up old car. Her boyfriend then thinks
video store where her first two films
the screen, the stench.ema
0xit a good idea to use the crane he hap
went immediately after completing
from
his
armpit
is
horrific
in
^
pens to be in to lift the forklift, the
production.
treme. You know, if I were a
n.
Triumph, the junker, and Barbershop
N: If I may return to the discus
ked up kind of antisocial torture:m ^
Quartet
Wire
high,
high
off
the
sion of the gratuitous. The comic text
ger, the last thing I •«ul<i co^
evidently contained a rottweiler dog
ground.
my victims would be their ei &
The kicker is that her boot is
named Camille which served as
zones.
, . ovPc so
wedged between the bike and the
Barb(ie) Wire's guard dog. Equally
R: Yeah. I'd cover the1' LdV
forklift, trapping her. Finally, of
evident then is the ineptitude of the
they didn't have to see any
^ave
course, after she has freed herself and
screenwriter who couldn't find a way
king
Barbarino
Wire
movies.
^
climbed onto the crane's hook, she
to make the dog an integral part of
a
question,
which
anyone
a
filnl
releases the clamp on the cable, send
the story and instead concocted a
a
welcome
to
answer.
How
and
ing forklift, Triumph, clunker car, and
completely useless scene in which a
et Pr0
like
"Barb
Wire"
8
d
of
kin
Gestapo clone meanie crashing to the
drunken emissary from the biker
ts
then
released?
How.
*
rket
ma
ground where an enormous explo
morons outside comes in at what is
trash that saturates ^e
rnor6i I
sion results. Funny, that's a hell of a
evidently 11am demanding a beer.
with more trash, and ^
fore perBarb(arella) Wire replies that they
blast for an empty car and an electric
paid money to see it,
cinare closed (how then did he get past
forklift.
petuating of more worth!"
N: That reminds me, I should talk
the lock on the door?) and he'll have
ematographic entertainme n ^
to leave. He insists (despite the awe
about the bad Gestapo wannabes
But "Barb Wire isn c pntertainsome reputation that Barb(ell) Wire
with the stupid black and gray and
tainment.
Air hockey i
„ is enis supposed to have) on being served.
silver polished and strategically
ment.
"From
Dusk
Til
Da
trial
So the dog goes into action, clamp
placed medallions which make them
tertainment.
The
O.J22
ing her teeth on the man's crotch and
look like transvestite rock divas in
e
See
Barb
Me
P°V
dragging him outside.
search of an audience.
I could see the director and the
These representatives of the
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L!™llfter makes whi"y butt-rock, not real music
May 9, 1996
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ERIN LEWIS

Pacifican staff writer
Limblifter

Mercury

3 stars
Even though Limblifter is fresh
out of Canada, that doesn't give me
the right to make fun of them or their
outrageous accents.
You can't really make fun of their
music, either. Any land mass that can
churn out k.d. lang, and Celine Dion,
and Alanis Morrissette within a few
years must be doing something right!*
Brothers Ryan and Kurt Dahle,
and some other guy who plays bass,
have crafted an album's worth of the
same stuff I hear all the time on the
radio. Yep, just what the world needs:
more butt-rock like Alice in Chains,
Collective Soul, and Seven Marv
Three.
When you think/hope a certain
song is going to get interesting, one
of the brothers starts singing and
messes it up. Their voices aren't nec
essarily bad, but their whining is.
The lyrics are just the icing on
the cake. For example: "You're angry
cause you know it's true. That I'd
wear a beard of bees, just to see your
flower open" ("Beard of Bees").
If you thought that was confus-
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Stockton, CA 95210
Voice: 209-473-5950 Fax: 209-473-5951
e-mail: roger@deltinet.com

Providing Local Internet access
for as little as $9.95/month.
Premium dial up accounts are
available at $24.95/month.
41 YEARS of QUALITY
srj , *Matmyi
vauj&rmii/
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Ft*it and Chips
SeL Sandwich
on Sourdough

Stoiuc-d Artktok*
Mayo/Butter

"STOCKTOITS BESTFAST FOOD CAFE
1612 PsMsffk; Av0.
463-6415,
IT* VISA.

mg, try this one: "A vase a crack, a
stolen bat, chase me '2' cut a rabbit
trap" ("Round the '2'").
The band tries to spice up the
liner notes by adding all sorts of cute
clip-art from vintage catalogs, as if it's
never been done before. The press kit
even came with an authentic
Limblifter sticker. Woo-oo!
As cute as they are, they could be
doing some really creative stuff. Un
fortunately, Canadian butt-rock
doesn't go very far in America. It's a
shame about that.

Imperial Teen
"Seasick"
Slash/London
4 stars
Imperial Teen is the next big
thing in alternative pop. Maybe not
for corporate radio stations, but for
their college counterparts.
Imperial Teen sounds a lot like the
band Unrest. Unrest was successful
because it used male and female
voices, very poppy, fast-paced guitars
(no distortion like the butt-rockers),
and great song writing.
I thought nobody wrote songs

like that anymore, until 1 heard Im
perial Teen. Even though the album
isn't perfect, it is extremely creative
and catchy.
"Blaming the Baby" is one of
those songs that makes you put your
CD player on repeat play and crank
up the volume. It would be an easy
radio favorite, if it wasn't only twominutes long. "Water Boy" and "Pig
Latin" are equally deserving.
Aside from great tunes, Imperial
Teen has the squeaky clean thriftstore image so coveted by alternative
music fans. 1 hey really are as cute as
their CD cover claims!

Schwimmer plays 'Friend'
to a dead stranger in 'Pallbearer'
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
It's only spring, but David
Schwimmer couldn't get much hot
ter. One of the stars of that monster
TV hit "Friends," Schwimmer now is
aiming to make friends with movie
goers, as his film "The Pallbearer" hits
theaters this month.
Interestingly, "The Pallbearer" is
not a would-be blockbuster, not a
star-making vehicle, but a relatively
low-budget ensemble black comedy.
The film casts Schwimmer as Tom, a
recent college graduate who has no
job or love life, and who lives with
his pom (Carol Kane) at home in
Brooklyn and pals around town with
his buddies (Michael Rapaport, Toni
Collette and Michael Vartan). Two
events change things radically, how
ever.
First is the return to Brooklyn of
Julie DeMarco (Gwyneth Paltrow),
who hardly remembers the rather
nerdy Tom even though he had a big
crush on her in high school.
Then there's the phone call from
Ruth Abernathy (Barbara Hershey),
who informs Tom that her son has
died and asks that Tom—supposedly
his best friend—be a pallbearer and

[Ta n f e l i p T
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deliver the eulogy at the funeral, even
though Tom has no recollection
whatsoever of Ruth's son.
"I love Pom. I think there are two
things about him that I personally
identified with a lot at a time in my
life," the affable Schwimmer explains
during an interview at a Manhattan
hotel.
"One is the need to cut the um
bilical cord and get away from home.
For me, getting out of California
(where he was raised), getting away
from my high school friends, even
getting away from my family and
going off to college at Northwestern,
was important. That was a time for
me when I needed to find out who I
was.
"The other thing I could identify
with in Tom is the whole career thing.
For about five years, I was waiting
tables and waiting for the-big break
to happen. It's definitely frustrating,
and it's a struggle. There's an opti
mism and aggressiveness about Tom
pursuing his career, but it's going
nowhere and his interviews aren't
going well. So, I identified a lot with
Tom in those regards."
Schwimmer reports that he en
joyed working with his costars, par-

Creative 9fgils
* Qift Certificate

for $5.00
towards
FULL SET
OR PEDICURE
Located in Penegen
4343 Pacific Avenue Suite C-3
Stockton, CA 95207
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(209) 472-9926

ticularly Paltrow, whom he calls
"amazing," and with first-time direc
tor Matt Reeves. He doesn't worry at
all about it making him more of an
unlikely sex symbol. "Have you SEEN
the film?" he asks, laughing, referring
to a scene in which he stands stooped
and uncomfortable in nothing more
than a skimpy Speedo. "That's not a
concern."
Turning to "Friends," Schwimmer
recently wrapped production on the
show's second season, a year that has
seen the comedy series go from popu
lar to phenomenon. Each friend, it
seems, has had their moment in the
spotlight.
Stardom, surprise, surprise, has
been a double-edged sword. "Ah,
fame," he sighs loudly. "I don't know
if I wanted fame as much as I wanted
recognition, which, to me, is differ
ent. 1 certainly wanted financial suc
cess and a career. I wanted to be able
to act and direct movies, television
and theater. I want to do ALL of that
over the next 40 years. But the fame
thing is like a jacket that just doesn't
quite fit yet, and I'm still having it
tucked here and here. I'm not com
fortable with it yet mostly because of
the privacy issue.
The negatives of stardom aside,
Schwimmer knows he has precious
little about which to complain. "All
in all, I'm truly blessed. I really am,"
he concludes. "It's one thing to have
success, and it's another to be paid to
do what you love to do.
"Something's got to give."
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Poet's Corner

A bunch a micros make a macro
(inside a class discussion about racism)
MATT DE LA PENA
Pacifican staff writer

n here you are/ here you are
a white girl listenin to black women
a white girl listenin to the black woman's struggle
listenin but you ain't hearin
watchin the words roll off their lips in warm syllables
but not seein why they come
yer whole life you been "in"
private school taught you so
the history books spoke to you/ about you
moms n pops little queen
always feelin like you belonged
gramma slippin you a little extra each month
n now they talkin bout they struggle
what brings them tight in class
n yer hand goes up/ rises like yer confusion
yer voice squeaks out/ voice of a feeble woman
bout how you feel left out
how you ain't relate to no culture like these women
nuthin ta fight for
n you feel robbed/ you feel uncomfortable
like you don't belong or somethin
n it don't feel so right

i- I

n so you've spoke
your eyes glazed/ somethin ringin in yer ears like laughter
but you've spoken/ even if you shoulda jus listened
n you were right
there is no sense of culture
no common pain to gather around n sing about
. . . the hollow result of your peoples victory
. . . the after taste of success
n class will eventually let out/ time always creeping
n you will once again feel "in"
with friends n sorority sisters
talks of boys n new cars
the text will hardly have been touched
the lesson plan all but chucked out the window
yet somehow on a micro level
you, a white girl, will have been lashed n lashed
with the whiteness of your skin
n for a few subtle minutes
you will have felt the black women's pain
her struggle to find a place in your world
you will have felt the isolation n fear
as an intruder on another's land/ even if you can't see it
thing is/ them black women gotta eventually step outta that door
outta that world
... and back into yers

The Pacifican

Literary works awarded recognition
THE PACIFICAN

Congratulations to the winners of Passel poetry contest. First prize'
Lisa Williams; second prize: Cynthia Valdivia; third prize: Patrice Gates
The winner of the $2,000 ArlenJ. Hansen writing contest and scholar
ship is Ann-Marie Cook, a junior political science and film major. Cook
received the prize for an original screenplay: "In the Mirror of the Mind's
Eye," and a critical narrative analysis.

San Diego's Jacuzzi

Starting Over

LISA WILLIAMS

CYNTHIA VALDIVIA

At 95 degrees
you'd think I'd be hot,
but the hairs on my legs
stood as tall as a soldier.
Awkward positions of each
unknown object,
left me confused
with bitter tastes of
recycled water deflating
my body.
Yet I lay still
with a limp neck.
Eyes half open,
legs like a wishbone,
and mouth soft to speak.
And for a few moments
1 was floating—
hips were weightless,
mind without thought,
feet numb with pleasure.
Then heat hit my body
from the jets on my back.
Muscles coiled like a snake,
constricting,
tense,
ready to strike.
Spine arched with pleasure,
chest rose to the sky,
I bit my lip to keep
the silence.

Harvest
PATRICE GATES
"My vegetable love should grow /
Vaster than empires and more slow.'
—Andrew Marvell
Harvest our bodies
at night—a living thing
to do in the velvet dark
of the moon and soil—
nourish
flesh with flesh,
consume us.
Respond to our
vegetable love,
when tomato hearts
burst their skins;
lust for cabbage heads,
our leaf-dry spinach
hair, potato knees, turnip
breasts, or cantaloupes; and
zucchini, those great green pricks,
summer sword of Priapus.

21 steps to nowhere
catches you by surprise.
Just when you think
you've got
•things
figured out,
you realize:
Something into nothing
leaves nothing.
Sure
you begin
things
in the usual way:
1 + 1 equals 2
or so they say—
Then you add
3 more
and suddenly
things
seem just a little
uneven.
You remember hearing:
"To every problem,
there is a solution.'
So you work
all the harder
at making
things
even.
But when you get to
double digits,
there's just too much
division.
That's when you lose count—
Before you know what's happeningyou're starting over
with 0.
When carrot fingers
Hallowe'en and pumpkin
orange dip straight
down, and Demeter's
breath blows the scent
of old pine boards
and cholorophyll,
harvest us at night
with hands firmly placed
against the earth, against
the root/stalk junction,
with pull and rip, a shift
of clods, strands of root-lace
tangled in fingers; with
smells of clay and iron
earthworm moist. Soon
now trickles of mud
will beard your jaw
as you devour us
in an ecstasy of
tearing and
spitting.
When morning comes,
the ground will be
littered with seeds.
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Open casting call put out
for film 'One On One'
THE PACIFICAN
Who: Media Casting, a Sacramento-based casting company, estab
lished in 1991 (not a school nor tal
ent agency).
Artios Award winner and mem
ber of Casting Society of America
(over 6,000 people cast in film and
television during the last two years).
What: Casting call! 1,000 indi
viduals needed for several film and
television projects scheduled, June
1996 on. All ages and ethnic groups
needed! Extras, no experience
neccessary!
Free film and television industry
seminars each day. Guest speakers
include: SAG agents, casting direc

tors, actors, producers and more.
When: Sat., May 18, 1 a.m. to 8
p.m., and Sun., May 19, 11 a.m. to 8
p.m.
Where: Mather Air Force Base,
Denker Hall, Rancho Cordova, Calif.
Hwy 50 to Mather exit, proceed to
main gate, follow directions.
Why: Media Casting needs over
1,000 individuals for the feature film
One On One" and several upcom
ing television and feature films sched
uled to film in Sacramento, Placer and
El Dorado Counties June,1996 on.
How: Anyone may attend. The
casting call will be open all day. Semi
nar seating is first come, first serve.
Public Information
Line:
(916)556-0926

Student art now on display

nA\7E A/TTCTrn
DAVE
MUSTER
Pacifican guest writer

The senior studio art show is
nowl being held at the Reynolds Gal
lery in the Art Center. The show runs
through May 18. Gallery hours are
Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m.
I would like to extend an invita
tion to all of the students and fac
ulty at the university.

"
^
My artwork is sculpture jewelry.
Some of the works contain natural
amethyst crystals, clear quartz crys
tals, and cut star rose quartz set in
sculpted fine silver.
Sculpted and carved gemstones
include chrysocola, rose quartz and
quartz crystal.
The works of art only begin to
show the creativity that can be ex
pressed with these stones. I hope you
enjoy the show.
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Ye Olde Hoosier Inn serves the best breakfast in town.

Restaurant review

Ye Olde Hoosier Inn:
Welcome to a new world
%

CHRISTINA FLOWERS
Pacifican staff writer

member receiving.
The waitress asked me my name
and used it during my meal, in ad
Ye Olde Hoosier Inn claims to
dition to calling me "honey,"
serve the best breakfast in town.
"sweetie," "love," and "dear." I
The Record of Stockton agrees;
think I laughed a little too loudly
it awarded the restaurant the Best
when she referred to my
Breakfast in Stockton award for
hashbrowns as "taters."
1995, based on a readers' popular
Many of the customers were
ity poll.
older. I assumed that they were
The certificate hangs on the
regulars—the waitresses seemed to
restaurant's front desk.
know their names and interesting
When 1 heard of the restaurant's
facts about their personal lives.
newly acquired award I decided that
I took a booth toward the front
1 must experience it for myself.
of the restaurant in order to observe
I traveled down Harding to the
the atmosphere while I waited for
corner of Wilson Way and was sur
my food.
prised to see a huge red building that
Ye Olde Hoosier Inn is fascinat
looked like a barn. It certainly
ing. There are so many things and
seemed out of place smack in the
interesting people to look at.
middle of downtown Stockton.
It didn't take long for my food
As I entered the building I felt
to arrive. I ordered a breakfast com
as if I had stepped into a different
bination which included a ham and
world.
cheese omelet, a cranberry-walnut
Ye Olde Hoosier Inn is preserved
muffin, toast, biscuits and gravy,
as if time had never changed. It is
and hashbrowns.
uniquely decorated in rare antiques
My meal included so much food
and collectibles.
that they couldn't fit it on one plate.
The booths are made of red
It was more than enough for a fill
leather with iron railings that end
ing brunch and it was absolutely
in the shape of horse heads.
delicious.
The walls are decorated with
This Pacifican restaurant re
items such as old-fashioned riding
viewer agrees: Ye Olde Hoosier Inn
boots, top hats, canes, lanterns and
serves the very best breakfast.
Victorian-looking photographs.
Breakfast meals range in price
Many of the inside windows are
from $2.15-56.
stained glass.
Meals may include freshly made
There is a fireplace with an old
country sausage, hot homemade
wooden spinning wheel, a grandfa
Danish pastries, muffins, buttermilk
ther clock, and mismatched
pancakes, eggs, toast, hashbrowns,
dishware.
bacon, waffles, chicken-fried steak
Ye Olde Hoosier Inn is literally
ham, omelets, cereal and just about
flooded with small treasures. My
every breakfast food imaginable.
grandmother would love this place.
Now that I have found
There is even a peTfectly preserved
Stockton's best breakfast, I vow
sitting room.
never to eat a Grand Slam meal at
The service was the most atten
Denny's again.
tive and friendly that I can ever re
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to face no particular danger. The
Barb Wire
emasculated cop figure that stays be
hind is hardly a replacement for the
continued from page 18
French police officer. Leave the mas
was entertainment. "Barb Wire" is
terful works alone you undereducated
somewhere below entertainment,
talentless, mass produced, pop cul
down there with the used chewing
ture reject from artistic discourse!
gum and flattened cigarette butts on
R: Since the whole film falls un
the floor of the Stockton Royal Four.
der
the
category of Worst Bit, it would
Only see it if you A) have a huge
"
make
sense
to look for at least one
thing for Pamela Anderson Consult
moment
I
enjoyed.
There were two
ing Lee Jeans, B) have a huge thing
lines
of
fairly
witty
dialogue.
There
for blondes with fake breasts, teased
fore, my Best Bit: when the S.S.
-hair, and an artificial figure, and/or
Dorkboy says, "I will rip your heart
C)have a lot of money and plenty of
out through your ass and shove it
time in which to waste it.
down
your throat." And the other guy
Even then, try "Mulholland
says,
"That's
not very sanitary."
Falls" or "The Craft," or rent "The
N:
I
will
claim the ending two
Usual Suspects." Just don't see this
lines
as
my
simultaneously
best and
movie, unless of course you fall into
worst bit. They are my best bit in that
one or more of the above categories,
never, ever, ever before in my 20 odd
in which case 1 would suggest you
years of film viewing have I been so
find decent exploitation pictures of
overjoyed to see the credits roll. They
you-know-who on the internet. I do
are my worst bit in that the cop says
not smell Oscar for Pamela.
to Barb(iturate) Wire, "I think I'm fall
N: My final commentary is on the
ing
in love." She wittily retorts, "Get
film's pathetic attempt to redeem it
in
line."
I'd imagine it's quite a line;
self by quoting from "Casablanca" in
she may as well hang a shingle
its structuring of the romantic inter
around her neck that reads, "Over
action. Barb(ecue) Wire gets the per
One Billion Served."
sona of Rick. Her ex-boyfriend who
R: Well, there you have it: the fi
failed to make a helicopter dust off
nal
installment of The Movie Guys.
during some unnamed, aborted mili
Nat
and
I are both graduating seniors,
tary operation in a war that is never
and
as
such,
we must pass the pro
clarified reappears at the Hammer
verbial torch to whomever has the
head (at least it's not Barb(ados)'
courage to take it up in our stead.
Place) with his wife and begs
Nat's taking a year off to work before
Barb(izon) for help getting across the
applying to Ph.D. programs in En
border into Canada.
glish Literature, en route to becom
There is a pathetically con
ing
a college professor himself.
structed departure scene with lame
N:
Ryan is off to the UCLA pro
parallels to the dialogue that worked
fessional program in screen writing,
so marvelously well in its original
after which he will become terribly
form. When Rick makes the grand
rich and famous and I will feel dis
sacrifice to let Ingrid Bergman walk
tinctly honored to have worked with
out to the plane knowing that he
him. While this is our final guaran
faces possible prosecution, she is so
teed review, keep your eyes open; ebeautiful; he is such the portrayal of
mail
is a marvelous invention. Good
the self-sacrificial hero.
wishes
and happy viewing.
Barb(arian) Wire is ugly and she
R: Yeah.
stays behind for no particular reason,

EL DORADO BREWING CO.
* UOP SPECIALS
Every Tnursday Night

$5.50 Pitchers 7 30-11 00
Bring Your College ID

* LIVE MUSIC *
Wednesday. 6:30-8.30
Friday & Saturday. 8 00 - 11 00
NO COVER CHARGE
Bring This Ad In For Happy Hour
Prices Any Day/Any Time

157 W. Adams St.
(209)948-ALES
Just Off Pacific Ave On The
Miracle Mile Behind Baskin-Robbins
Offer Valid Until May 31. 1996

Tile ev<z*tt fo

fuvit

y&un daily cfiittd..
Bring in this ad for half off on
your next Mocha or Latte!

BuuwATtR CAR

Run with the hunted

This is the End
questioned.
"Well, it's very good. Creative
But frankly, it's not my cup of tea..."
"Well I don't drink tea."
It really is the end now. The end
The professor's face turnedbright
of everything... the end of nothing.
red. He was pissed. And that ended
And I feel a little dizzy now, the cars
what promised to be a beautiful
on the street flash like tracers.
weekly column.
Ihear people complain about the
That was a long time ago. And it
heat.Iread people complaining about
seems that I have gotten away with
poetry. And these people... they like
my quiet little column with no comto hear themselves complain. This is
plaints from the
a sick America.
crazies out there. I
Ihave one week
left and every sec Time is running out, but I guessIam lucky. But
one time it would
ond is ticking. Time have a few moments to
have
been wonder
is running out, but
spare
and
a
few
drops
of
ful,
really,
to get a
I have a few mo
nasty
letter
like
Matt
scotch
to
sprinkle
down
ments to spare and
de
la
Pena
gets...
to
a few drops of
my throat.
have someone call
scotch to sprinkle
me names and tell
down my throat.
me
I'm
terrible.
I
would have loved
I remember when my roommate
that.
tried to write a column for this pa
But that was not my fate.Iknow
per. They thought his shit was too
nothing
of destiny anyway. All 1 do
weird... too radical. "What are you
know
is
that
this is my last column.
trying to do... Get us SUED?" the pro
Here it lies, half-asleep like my tired
fessor asked. The editors tried to
eyes. Another death of a good col
change his words around and make
umn gone bad. In the rain, sun, and
his writing more politically correct.
cold, this column dreams of what it
He would slap their hands away and
could have been.
threaten to kill 'em.
Somewhere, a fisherman has just
"Write something simple. Stay
caught
another mountain trout. Here
away from controversy," they said.
I
rest
and
eat canned tuna. Dreams.
Well, he wrote a piece about a park
They
keep
a man alive. Yet, all those,
bench that landed him in another
crazy
times
I have written for this
professor's office.
paper, all the moments I remember
"Are you trying to be a smart
writing in the middle of the night.
ass?" asked the professor. My room
Sometimes it got weird. But it never
mate shook his head.
did get weird enough for me.
"Do you even read my stuff?" he

CHAD LEMONS
Pacifican staff writer
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PLAZA CINEMA

5757 PACIFIC AVE.
478-5965
r-wALT 1/Wf*rHCTI1B

{MULT. 71*,*)**
HP, ROW

W
THE SUBSTITUTE
amy. MD.MI*an»
n» FARGO i«I
mi

(209) 943-6938

rdt fERgCT BALANCE Cry^

*****

1231 W. March Lane ' "
(209) 474-2211

SBSi
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Ernesto fezcano II,CA I T.
Great for:
stress, pain, tension, sore muscles,
fatigue or just plain relaxation.

Specializing in:
(Zen) Shiatsu, Swedish,

March Ln. at Pershing Ave.,
next to Mervyn s

Sports, Deep Tissue,

CANTONESE & MANDARIN STYLE
TAKE OUT or DINE IN • LUNCH or DINNER

•Combination I'Litc-

Buy one get one
at half price!
Expires August 30,19%

955

Bargain Matinees in ( )
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

pf 3
TWISTER (On 2 Screens)
F/S/S: (11:00,11:30,1:30, 2:15, 4:15.
7:00, 7:30, 9:45, 10:15
M-TH: (2:15, 4:15, 5:00)
7:00, 7-sn 9:45. 10:15 _

R

1T,Km-l5

F/S/S: (11:15, 2:00 4:45) 7.1 •
M-TH: (2:00 4:45) 7:15. 10-0

MULHOLLAND FLATS

ofl

F/S/S: (12:00, 2:30, 5:00 7.45,10-0
M-TH: (2:30, 5:00) 7:45. 10 0°

Certified Massage Therapist $J Icalth Educator

Jfo

HOLIDAY f
CINEMA -5680
8
6262 WEST LANE -

fn*lm

PRIMAL FEAR

Stockton's Coffeehouse

912 N. Yosemite St.
Stockton

STOCKTON'S-"

1

EXECUTIVE
DECISION v,

HomewarD
BounD II to
wwrWMMtm

r

BARBWIRE

00, 9:30
F/S/S: (11:30, 2:15, 4:30)>7.
M-TH- (2:15. 4:30) 7:00. MO

SUNSET PARK

7C0 10:00
F/S/S: (12:30, 3:00, 5:15) 7-30,
M-TH: (3:00, 5:15) 7:30.10-

THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE .
AND HATE

0„,7.,5 10:15
F/S/S: (12:00, 2:30. 5:30)> • •

1955 Cycile./lve., Suite ('
Stockton. :t 9020!)

Reflexology, PBS,
Hydro, Energy,
Combination, and

THE TRUTH ABOUT CATS

(209) 957-8870

Maternity massage.

AND DOGS.

Payment Plans & Gift Certificates Available

.50% Oil"Special for UOP
Students.& Faculty

M-TH: (2:30, 5:30)7.45.

PG13
715 9:30

F/S/S: (11:45. 2:00. 4.30) ^.

Z £ »' C >1 F 3 f "

SsTT* «
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Sound reasoning: Buy Pop, forget Kiss, consider Cracker
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Iggy Pop
"Naughty Little Doggie"
Virgin Records
4 stars out of 5
While fellow punk godfather Lou
Reed gets swallowed up these days by
his own pomposity and artsy preten
sions, Iggy Pop has countered with a
shot of the real deal—a swaggering
slice of edgy rock'n'roll.
"Naughty Little Doggie" is Pop's
leanest and meanest disc in years,
possibly his best work since his leg
endary hellraising days in the
Stooges. Sure, Iggy's a geezer by rock
standards, but those barbed-wire gui
tars and his defiant, daring attitude
make this punk rock of the highest
order.
Not surprisingly, Pop's primary
concern here is the challenge of re
maining a vital rocker even though
he's middle-aged now and forgoing
all those chemicals that fueled his
youth.
The chorus of the opening track
is "I wanna live/A little bit longer,"
but Pop's menacing voice makes that
sound like a threat, not a plea. And
the disc ends with a sobering medi

tation on the fast life and pointless
death of rock'n'roll waste case
Johnny Thunders.
He misfires just once, in a song
about scoping out women that be
comes too moronic even for a former
Stooge. But the rest of this disc is
packed with Pop's trademark brand
of raw power, proving that aging
rockers don't have to just burn out
or fade away.
Cracker
"The Golden Age"
Virgin Records
3 stars
The grumbling already has
started from some hard-core Cracker
fans, and it's understandable: Two of
the band's hallmarks—ironic lyrics
and slightly loopy music—are in rela
tively short supply on "The Golden
Age."
In their place, bandleader David*
Lowery supplies lyrics that are intro
spective, moody, and at times down
right angry. And the music is fairly
straightforward—a bit heavy on the
ballads, with a stab or two at basic
alternative rock thrown in.
It's a fairly radical change, and as
is often the case with such transi

umrs

4415 Pacific Ave.
472-0783

pizza & pub

PIZZA • RAVIOLIS • SANDWICHES
S1 OFF $2 OFF S3 OFF
Any small pizza
Any medium pizza
Any large pizza

This ad is your coupon!

Hours: Sun-Thurs.
10AM to 10PM
Fri-Sat 10AM to 12AM

MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS • DARTS • 3 TVS

LUNCH or DINNER
We Deliver!!
Just fax your order &
we'll bring it to you
need a menu?
We'll fax you one!
FAX #472-7326

2 LARGE PIZZAS

(one topping)

$15.99

This ad is your coupon!

tional discs (think of U2's "The Un
forgettable Fire"), it's less than com
pletely successful.
Yet there are more than a few fine
moments here. The band rides a
Creedence Clearwater Revival bayou
beat into a full-blown Southern soul
workout on "Sweet Thistle Pie," and
Lowery takes on his thirty-something
peers in the biting, grunge rock single,
"I Hate My Generation." Perhaps
most surprisingly, Lowery weaves
achingly beautiful love-lost stories on
"Big Dipper" and "I Can't Forget
You.".
Occasionally the band misses the
mark, particularly on a few stringladen songs. But Lowery clearly is
pushing himself to become a better
writer, a fact that bodes well for this
band's future.
Kiss
"MTV Unplugged"
Mercury
1 starSomeone has botched a golden
opportunity.
With pop culture in the '90s ob
sessed with grating '70s kitsch like
disco and "The Brady Bunch," why
shouldn't there be a major resurgence

%
UOP Packagin
Store

o
o

*\\\
Complete packaging services available
•J/M FREE Pick Up Service for Large Shipments (1[(

Pacific Athletic Foundation Member

Call Us First <
For Solutions ToYour Business & Personal

COMPUTER NEEDS
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR
Mac & IBM Compatible

E3

iVm
]M

-

^ comPAd

Complete Network Support

What HEWLETT

Printers • Modems • Software

brother

Add-On Cards • Custom Cables

We Deliver Call Us At

WeSellNew& Used Computers

(209)957-5555

<'/

tl'fiM PACKARD

704 Vfcest Swain Rood • Stockton, California

bsM

CO

rrc<

South Campus *1071 West Mendocino
946-2208 • Ample parking
Hours: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm, Monday - Friday

JS

Packard Ball

. .

Located at UOP Central Receiving

SHARP.

Computers & Accessories

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

o

.s\\

UPS • Federal Express
Comm o n C a r r i e r Freight • D H L

Authorized Dealer For:

IBM

for a true guilty pleasure like Kiss, the
unabashedly dopey band that bridged
the gap between kiddie pop music
and real rock'n'roll for thousands of
pimply-faced adolescent boys.
And what better way to fire in
terest than to have the current lineup
augmented by the return of the
band's two prodigal sons, Ace Frehley
and Peter Criss. Just think about it—
a Kiss reunion—and of course, Criss
will sing the band's mega-hit, "Beth."
What could possibly derail such
a pop culture juggernaut, you ask?
One word: Unplugged.
Having Kiss play acoustic is like
having the characters on "Melrose
Place" behave rationally. Yeah, it
could happen, but why would any
one want it to?
Without those gloriously simple
power chords, after all, the band's lyr
ics come front and center—which is
not a good thing, considering the
moronic double-entendres in songs
like "Plaster Caster."
This is not a pretty disc. It's been
granted one star, though, since even
those acoustic guitars cannot sap the
sing-along spunk of "Rock and Roll
All Nite."
Spare yourself.

m We Sell
m Boxes \M
////
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946-2115
qualifications. Contact (209)
931-5188 or FAX 931-5186.

FOUND

A black beaded necklace by
Raney Rec. area. If yours call Hedy Homes Personnel Services
has client seeking Pilot Plant
Michelle at 946-2114.
Operators, Lab Technicians,
Quality Control, and Field
FOR RENT
Checkers for Summer positions.
lloom 4 rent in private home Lab Science, Mechanical Engi
with private bath. All utilities neers, Chemistry background
included except phone, pool and spreadsheet skills for lab
spa, and computer available. positions. Contact Robin Colli
$400/mo. Manteca 825-8128 at (209) 957-9630 or FAX 9577405.
leave message.
ALZA Corporation in Palo Alto
seeks Business student for
Project Systems Analyst and
Computer Science student for
Programmer Summer positions.
Contact ALZA Corporation Job
Code: SUM, 950 Page Mill Rd„
PO Box 10950, Palo Alto 94303,
(415) 494-5319 or FAX 4945151.

FOR SALE

translator English-Cantonese,
must be able to write Cantonese
characters. Part-time, could be
come Summer position. Send
resume to: Lorraine Lorres, 745
E. Miner, Stockton, 948-2800.
Summer "Nanny" position for
11 and 6 year old, beginning
June 10th - Aug 16th, Brenda
Hash, work 461-7444 and home
474-7864.

9^IP
MINI STORAGE

IOOMM. I OR l( \ StMMtU WORK.'

With this ad and student ID
5X6 = $18.00 & 5 X10 = $23.00
(309) 464-7997
7 ML TO 7 p.m.
3055 North West Lane, Stockton, CaSfornia 95305

DIVINE DESIGNS

BEST FOODS, leading manufac
turer of brand name consumer
foods, seeks Sales Representative
in Bay Area. Contact Human
Resources 5776 Stoneridge Mall
Road, Suite 120, Pleasanton
94588, (510) 463-1040 or FAX
734-0629.

GORELICK & BOWMAN small
law firm in Alamo seeks one
year legal intern beginning in
August. Strong research, ana
lytical, organizational and writ
ing skills. Contact Andrew
Sriro, PO Box 175, 1443
Danville Blvd., Alamo, CA
94507, FAX (510) 838-9019.

THE GIFT SHOP

Comfortable P...
atAdobeJiaciendas
Spacious 1& 2 Bedrooms
• QUIET & SHADY
• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED
• GAS INCLUDED
• FREE BASIC CABLE
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
• ON-SITE SECURITY

478-1950

Close to malls & colleges

1 Bedroom Flat $385
1 Bedroom Townhouse $395
2 Bedr°°m Townhouse $460

39 Gateway Ct. off El Dorado & March Ln.

JlolidayJ^Iappening

"If Your Car' s Not Going,
We'll be Towing!"

(Everyday)

BMT TOWING

Ethnic and Eclectic designs
Incense
Judy & Joy Cruikshank
(209) 942-3226

FULL-TIME J O B S

H u m a n Resources (209) 945
2124. Questions: Janet Dial As
sociate Director of Admissions
946-2211. Submit resume, letter, and application ASAP '

Burns International Security ADMISSIONS seeks Admission
Services seeks PT employees. Counselors (2). Must have com
Flexible hours. Contact pleted BA/BS, enjoy traveling to
Fontaine Dounglomchan, 239- promote UOP, making presen For additional information on Part/
2239 or fax 239-1882 for addi tations, and speaking to groups Full Time postings visit Career
Floor McConchie
tional info and to arrange inter and individuals. Applications Services...Second
Hall, 235 West Stadium, Stockton, Ca.
available
from
UOP
Human
Re
view.
95204. Phone (209) 946-2361 /FAX
sources. Submit application to (209) 946-2760.
Dr Pechham at
San Joaquin
Vet Clinic in
'Model open daily
Lodi seeks Vet
*Balloons, stuffed animals,
•Unique 1, 2. & 3
erinary Assis
bedrooms
plants, flowers and more!
tants/Recep
*Many gift items for Mothers Day
tions, $5.55•Park - like setting
QUAIL LAKES
on Sunday, May 12th
$9.21/hr. Visit
"Fireplaces
523 W. Harney
$150 off first month's
(209) 463-0446
Lane, Lodi for
rent on 1 bedroom
307 E. Weber Ave.
'Pool/Spa
application.
apartments
Stockton, CA 95202
Call for addi
Grouse Run Apartments
tional info at
4738
Grouse
Run Drive • (209' 957-6710
369-0231.

Nice 2 bdr/2ba condo in put.
Sec gated complex. Must sell
today. Owner lives out of state.
Great investment to own or rent
©ut! 550/mo payment w/ only
$3500 down which includes
principle, interest, taxes, insur
ance & home owners dues. No
jokes! Steal it - Call Kory 955Tek Packaging seeks Reception/
5583 agent
Accounts Payable assistant. $7/
hour. Contact Claudine
PART-TIME/
Webster, (209) 982-0209 or FAX
WORK STUDY JOBS
982-0206.
Part-time Job: Tutors, Study
Group leaders for Freshman Tower Park marina seeks dock
Advantage Program; experience attendants part-time, full-time
and/or strong academic skills and summer. Contact (209)
required. Work between 4-10 369-1041.
TaylorMade
hours per week, Second Sum
mer Session. $7 per hour. Con- Concord Pavilion seeks candi Office Systems
dates for part-time seasonal po s e e k s
tact Teri Allbright, ext. 2424.
sitions. For applications, con telemarketers 4
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB tact Concord Pavilion Office hrs/day, Mon
SUCK? Our average student 2000 Kirker Pass Rd, Concord d a y - F r i d a y ,
earns $5700 for the summer Ticket Center, 1948 Colfax St, flexible. Con
and can gain college credit. Get or City of Concord Personnel, tact
Steve
the experience you need to get 2974 Salvio St. For info call Bottini, (209)
a great job when you graduate. (510) 676-8742 or (510) 671- 952-9000, FAX
Call The Southwestern Co. at 1- 3100.
800-918-9340. Interviews held
Teamon campus.
DONNA KAWELL
WAYNE KAWELL
st e r
Union
Chocoholics Chocolate Factory
seeks part-time production 6 10
workers. $6-9/hr dependingon s e e k s
POSITIONS IN AN EXCITING NEW
COMPANY OPEN NOW.
BI-LINGUAL IN SPANISH
OR ASIAN LANGUAGES A
PLUS. CALL 1.800.543.9383

473-2830.

Silver

Jewelry

Affordable 'Price
. 10 ° o d i s c o u n t to students
I

etc.

171 West Adams Street
Stockton, California 95204

' 24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"

P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213

Nelson Corteway
Sports Editor
946-2115
nellie84@aol.com
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.^.l?l.volleyba" takes giant leap forward
Pacifican staff writer
The men's volleyball season has
been over for almost three weeks and
now everyone in the program has had
time to reflect on the season and they
all must be extremely pleased with
the results.
In just four years, Pacific has gone
from being a nobody with no na
tional ranking to an elite program
with a top 10 national ranking.
A year ago, the Tigers were 7-16
overall, with just a 3-16 MPSF con
ference record. This year Pacific
soared to a 17-10 overall record and
12-7 in the MPSF, a nine game im
provement in the toughest men's vol
leyball league in the nation.
Not only did the records improve,
but the team began to be recognized
nationally. Head Coach Joe
Wortmann was named MPSF Coach
of the Year, while junior outside hit
ter Greg Wakeham earned All-American honors for the first time ever by
Pacifc men's volleyball finishes the season 17-10 overall and 12-7 in their conference.
a Pacific men's volleyball player.
It was an impressive turnaround
match, I felt that already this was the
once did the Tigers lose more than
for the Tigers, who won as many
team and the school as well.
best team I had ever coached," said
one
match in a row, and that came
matches this season as they had in
Wortmann.
"This award is voted on by the
against four very tough opponents
their previous three seasons com
13 other head coaches in the league,"
With that team chemistry, came
during the middle of the season. They
bined (17). They also recorded firstsaid Wortmann. "These guys have so
some outstanding performances as
also
recorded seven road wins, the
ever wins against Stanford, BYU,
well.
much experience that for them to
most in school history.
Northridge, and USC.
look at our program and say 'wow,
Ail-American Wakeham became
The Tigers came out with the
The men's volleyball team made
these guys went from 3-16 to 12-7' is
the go-to hitter for the Tigers. He led
attitude
that they could win every
the jump from club to Division I back
just a tremendous honor for the pro
the conference and the nation in
match
they
played.
The
confidence
in 1992. Coach Wortmann and his
gram,
because it shows that we did a
kills-per game, with his conference
in
their
abilities
and
each
other
phenomenal
job."
staff thought it would take 4-5 years
mark of 7.79 being the second high
proved itself each night.
to become a playoff caliber team.
As for next year, the Tigers are
est in conference history. He now
"Give credit to the resiliency of
in great shape.
Four years later, the program's
holds almost every school hitting
this
team
and
their
refuse
to
lose
at
Even though they graduate the
goal was accomplished as Pacific
record at Pacific.
titude," said Wortmann. "Nobody
six
seniors,
there is plenty of fire
made its first ever playoff appearance.
Transfer Martin Berkenkamp
liked
losing
the
past
three
seasons.
power
coming
back. Both outside hit
One reason for the success was
from Germany also had a huge im
This year we got used to winning and
ters, Wakeham and Crosson, will be
the emergence of the Tigers first
pact on the team. Berkenkamp pro
everybody liked that."
back, along with Ian Crosno, J.D.
group of four year players.
vided solid net play, hitting .345 on
Their winning ways did not go
Brosnan and Dave Ottenfeld, who all
"We knew that this year's team
the year, and leading the team in
unnoticed, either. The Tigers made
bring some experience to the court.
would have a group that started as
blocking.
their
first
appearance
in
the
polls
on
Kealili Alexander will take over
freshmen go through the program for
Junior outside hitter Sam
February 12, and have been in it ever
for
Gan
at setter and Wortmann has
four years," said Wortmann. "Once
Crosson was steady all year long. One
since. They reached No. 7 in early
already begun recruiting for next year
they reached their senior year, they
of the better passers in the league
March, their highest ranking in his
by securing a letter of intent from a
would have the experience, knowl
Crosson also hit for a high average,
tory.
6'9"
outside hitter from Croatia, who
edge, and talent to go to the playoffs."
.328, and led the team in service aces
Although their season ended
Wortmann
believes can possibly
Team chemistry was another key
with 23 and di~s with 182.
with the playoff loss to UCLA, who
make
an
immediate
impact on the
ingredient for the Tigers. Early in the
Senior setter Russell Gan was the
went on to win the national champi
team.
year, the Tigers recognized the need
team leader. The four year starter
onship last weekend, the Tigers
"I know that expectations for us
to focus more on the team than on
broke his own records for assists and
should end up with a top 10 ranking.
will be to maintain this level," said
individuals. The six seniors on the
was named Honorable Mention All"Legitimately, we belong in the
Wortmann. "But that will be very dif
Conference.
team, Jason Donnelly, Russell Gan,
top 10," said Wortmann, who is in
ficult
to do."
Adam George, Billy Iler, Tim Lennon,
"Russell had a major influence
his fourth year as head coach. "Our
The
Tigers do know, however,
and Tyler Pomeroy, all made sure that
on the direction of the team," said
overall record against the top 10
that
this
program
is definitely headed
the team stayed focused on the tasks
Wortmann. "He was so admired and
teams is in the country is as good as
in
the
right
direction,
and that their
respected by the team, that when he
at hand. Wortmann noticed the unity
anyone's."
winning ways should continue for
early in the season.
talked, everyone listened."
How does the coach like being
years to come.
"After the first week of practice
Consistency throughout the sea
named MPSF Coach of the Year? It is
son was another key to success. Only
in January, without even playing a
an honor, not just for him butfor the
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Spirit program gears up for upcoming season
UOP Spirit Program
The Athletic Department recently
selected members for next year's
cheerleading squad and dance team.
Additionally, it selected its 1996-97
mascot.
Although try-outs were held in
each area of the spirit program, the
department says their quest for tal
ent is not over.
"We will be holding fall try-outs
to look for some additional talent,"
said Advisor Catherine Bialek.
Bialek, who worked with the
combined squad last year, is the of
fice administrator for Public Safety.
"It is time to split the squads,"
said Bialek, "so that we could make
the most use of the talent and to con
tinue to improve the program."
Graduating senior Barbara Keck
said the split was important. "We can
be okay at doing everything, but it is
better if we are good at one particu
lar area," said Keck.
Other schools in the Big West
Conference have more than one spirit
team representing their schools at
games. Many have cheerleaders
which include met} for stunting, and

a dance team. Other schools also in
tegrate a songleading squad as wet.
While a program of that size is
not needed at UOP, the two squads
representing cheer and dance are.
Returning cheerleader Celexsy Stout
says men need to become a part of
the spirit program.

"Years ago, UOP had men
on every one of their spirit
squads. What UOP needs
to realize is that the first
cheerleaders were male,
not female."
"Years ago, UOP had men on ev
ery one of their spirit squads. What
UOP needs to realize is that the first
cheerleaders were male, not female,"
said Stout.
The spirit program intends to in
clude men in the 1996-97 season.
They will serve as a stunt team, rather
than the actual cheerleaders. "Give
one man on this campus a chance to
stunt, and I guarantee he will become
addicted," said Stout.

While recruiting men may pose
a problem for the "new and im
proved" spirit program, so is funding
for it. To counteract the problem, the
spirit program has developed a club
to help support them.
"Pacific Movers and Shakers" will
be like the quarterback club or hoop
club, except for the spirit program.
"We wanted a name that had a
special ring to it," said Bialek, "Pacific
Movers and Shakers seemed to be the
perfect name."
The spirit program hopes that
Movers and Shakers will help fund
uniforms, equipment, professional
coaching, and camp. "We have al
ready researched alumni cheerleaders
dating back to 1949," said Stout, who
claimed that over 200 cheerleaders
have served for Pacific.
The spirit program welcomes anyone to try out in the fall for
cheerleading squad, dance team, and
stunt team. Contact Catherine Bialek
for more information at (209)-9462975.
Good bye, good luck, and happy
graduation to Tommy Tiger for the
past three years: Kelly Graham. Best
wishes to graduating senior cheer-

Pacific cheer searches for a new tiger
and cheerleading member.
leaders: Barbara Keck (3 years),
Yumiko Sano (3 years), and Nina
Huatuco (1 year).

McArthur's
goal:
Never
Tigers torch Chico State
less than perfect
SUBMITTED BY WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM

On a warm weekend that featured 15,000 people jamming the down
town Chico streets to get a glimpse of the Olympic torch relay, the Uni
versity of the Pacific women's soccer team burned up the competition,
winning the Chico State Spring Tourney with a perfect 8-0 record.
The Tigers were led by goalkeepers Yvette Valdez and Jody Gilles,
who gave up only 3 goals all weekend. Their Tiger teammates found the
net 33 times at the two day event. "We were firing on all cylinders this
weekend— we played extremely well," said Head Coach Keith Coleman.
"This was a great way to finish out the year, It is just another step in the
right direction and gives us something positive to build on."
The win was the Tiger's first tournament victory in their short two
year history. Eleven players scored goals with freshman Natalie Dorr lead
ing the way with nine.
The University of the Pacific women's soccer team would also like to
announce the signing of five new players to add punch to their strong
returning nucleus. We have added four players who can all help on both
ends of the field and one extremely gifted goalkeeper.
According to Coach Keith Coleman, "Kim is a great keeper with an
unbelievable upside. Jamee, Shelly, and Shannon all add a tremendous
amount of speed, skill and tenacity and Tara has the ability to excel at
any position on the field.
"We feel very lucky to be adding five quality players to the group we
already have. I am extremely happy with our returning team and the
addition of these players should make for an exciting '96 season."
The following is a list of those added players: Kim McCaskey: 5'1"
Goalkeeper from San Marcos High School, San Diego, CA; Jamee Lucchesi:
5'5" Midfielder from Bella Vista High School, Sacramento, CA; Shannon
Dedora: 5'5" Defender from Saint Francis High School, Sacramento, CA;
Shelly Cena: 5'5" Midfielder from Crescenta Valley High School, La
Canada, CA; Tara Parker: 5'3" Midfielder from Torrey Pines High School,
San Diego, CA.

KATHY BAYHA
Pacifican guest writer
"I've always had high expecta
tions for myself. I never let myself be
less than perfect. I feel that if I am
anything less than perfect, then I am
letting my expectations of myself
down."
This is the mind-set that has
helped lead the freshman pitcher,
Brandee McArthur, to a 16-5 record
and 1.14 earned run average. It is also
this attitude that got her to the
heights she reached last week when
she was the first player from UOP to
be named national player of the week.
She was also named Big West
Conference pitcher of the week for
going 5-0, allowing only one earned
run in 34 innings for a 0.21 earned
run average. Although her great de
termination and drive has helped
McArthur achieve her goals and suc
cesses, she attributes most of it to her
past experiences and the training she
has received.
"I started playing fourteen and
under ball when I was eleven and-ahalf, (the youngest on the team,) so
it helped me to be playing with older
girls that had more experience in
pitching and softball than me. See
ing them throw inspired me to want
to someday be able to throw like

that." McArthur also gives a lot of
credit to her father, Richard, and her
pitching coach, Ernie Parker, who has
coached many Ail-Americans.
They coached and encouraged
her through the four national
pionships she won, and the gol
medal she earned while playing on
the U.S. team at the Junior World
Olympics last year.
.
After playing for many elite trave
ball teams and making a name or
herself among some of the best so ball players in the nation, McArt u
was a highly sought after recruit or
many of the top collegiate soft a
programs in the nation. Why did s
choose to come to UOP? One rea*°
was the coach here, Brian Kolze.
liked him and knew he was a go
coach. She also loved the small sc
atmosphere and the personalt0^
the campus seemed to have when
visited.
^
Now that she is here, she
^ "The in
grown to love it even more.
.
tensity here in college versus
school is so much greater, anaI
you're playing with people wh
such go-getters, into the 8a^'than
want to win and do well mo1
anything, then it makes all o ^
hard work pay off. I really 1°
team here."
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Stockton Ports

University students not interested in 'Mudville'
DARREN M. ANTONOVICH
Pacifican staff writer
Billy Hebert Field has the look
and feel of a major league ball park.
The smell of the freshly cut grass, the
barking of the hot dog vendor, and
of course the one drunken loud
mouth who believes he knows more
about baseball than every other per
son on the planet.
But UOP students have not been
responsive to the Stockton Single A
division baseball team known as the
Ports.
Stockton, once the home of the
Mudville Nine and the Mighty Casey
at the bat, has had a baseball team
since the 1890s. But Stockton's rich
baseball history is not enough to get
UOP students to travel a mile down
the road to be a part of America's fa
vorite past-time.
One UOP graduate and former
Tiger baseball player, Greg Enloe, be
lieves that the Ports are not advertised
enough on campus.
"There's not a lot of advertising
for the Ports on campus," said Enloe.
"Students don't know it's only one
mile away. 1 don't think most stu
dents know how to get to Billy Hebert
Field. I'm not insulting anyone's in
telligence, they just don't know."
Sophomore Ned Gately agrees
with Enloe's theory of lack of adver
tising on campus.
"My roommate is local. If it
wasn't for him, I probably wouldn't
know about the Ports," said Gately.
"Maybe it's not being marketed right.
It's not as well known as it could be."
Another influencing fact that
may explain the lack of UOP students
at Ports games is the crime element
that so many students associate with
Stockton. Some students might be
afraid to venture into areas of Stock
ton they have never been before.
A native Stocktonian, Senior
Dave Phillips, believes that UOP stu
dents are afraid to leave campus.
"UOP students don't like to leave
campus. It's a fear of crime in this
city," said Phillips. "Also, they don't
know their way around town. That
could make it hard too."
The Ports public relations depart
ment has been working with the Uni
versity to get students to attend Ports
games through the UOP "Night at the
Ports" project. One night during the
regular season, students are encour
aged to attend a pre-game barbecue
and the baseball game afterwards. A
committee of public relations stu
dents put together an evening at Billy
Hebert Field catering to UOP stu
dents.
But recently, the UOP Night at the
Ports project has not been as success

ful as it was in the past. Ports Public
Relations Director Alan Fleming be
lieves that UOP students do not care
about the local baseball team.
"We used to get about 700 stu
dents in the park for 'Night at the
Ports,'" said Fleming. "Now you're
lucky if you get 50 students. It seems
like UOP students just aren't inter
ested."
One student who worked on the
"Night at the Ports" project, senior
Celexsy Stout, believes that the Ports
should try a new strategy to get stu
dents in the stands.
"If they had dollar beer specials,
people might go there instead of the
bars," said Stout. "I could see a lot of
students going to the games for some
thing like that."
The lack of UOP student presence
at Ports games could be that students
might not know of the baseball his
tory of Stockton. The fact that most
students are not from the Stockton
area could be the answer to this hy
pothesis.
Stockton has had a baseball team
since the 1890s. The famous story of
the Mighty Casey at the bat was set
in the days of the Mudville Nine team
of that era.
The baseball scene in Stockton
stepped up when the Milwaukee
Brewers chose to plant their Single A
Division team here in 1947. The
Single A team is a stepping stone for
baseball players making their way
into the professional baseball league.
For the past few years, there has
been talk that the team may face a
change of ownership. It has been ru
mored around Stockton that the team
will be sold and then move to Clovis,
California near Fresno.
Fleming said that the issue of the
team being sold is only a rumor. If
the team were to move, it would not
be able to happen until the team's
lease with the city expires in 2001.
But if the team were to be sold,
what would the city do for its base
ball entertainment? Where will the
fans go to catch foul balls and come
together in home team commrodory?
The Ports recorded a total of
116,000 fans attending the 70 home
games last season. To take away the
Ports from the supporting public
would eliminate one of the best
priced forms of entertainment for so
many local residents.
As she sat in the stands and
watched a recent game, Tracy resident
Brenda Mikkelson says that Ports
baseball is a great form of family en
tertainment.
"The games are more reasonable
for families," said Mikkleson. "It's
nice 'cause you're outside in the nice
weather and it's cheaper than a

CTocicrpN

movie."
A 13-year-old Stockton resident,
David Van Dyke, says his baseball
outings would be cut if the Ports were
to leave the Stockton area.
"If they left, I'd just have to watch
baseball on TV," said Van Dyke. "I
don't think I would be able to go to
many Giants games. It's too expen
sive."
The Ports will do nothing more
to cater to the UOP students until
they demonstrate some interest in the

team. Fleming believes that any more
efforts geared toward the students
would be fruitless after the lack of
interest demonstrated at Night at the
Ports.
"We try to put out a good prod
uct for the community that includes
UOP," said Fleming. "If we had a good
turn out at 'Night at the Ports', we
might think about doing something
else for the students. We won't put
time and effort into something we
think might bomb."
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Tennis teams finish strong
KRISSY GHEE
Pacifican guest writer
The men's and women's tennis
seasons came to a close last week
end with the men finishing in fifth
place and the women in third place.
The men's team lost to UC Santa
Barbara in the first round of the Big
West Champion
ships in Ojai.
They then came
back to beat Utah
State and Nevada
to give them the
fifth place title.
The Tigers fin
ished with a
record of 14-11.
UNLV won the Big
West Champion
ship for the third
straight year.
Freshman Tim Reichelt and
sophomore Ole Olson were selected
to the All-Big West Conference sec
ond team at singles, and senior Joe
Gonzales and junior Toshimasa
Yanahara were named to the All-Big
West Conference second team at
doubles. Reicheit finished the sea
son with a record of 13-14, while
Olson posted a record of 16-6.
Gonzales and Yanahara finished the
year with an even record of 13-13

in doubles play.
The women's team beat Hawaii
5-0 in the first round of the Big West
Championships. They lost to sec
ond-place UNLV in the second
round and beat Nevada in the final
match. The women end with a third
place conference finish and a record
of 10-13. UCSB claimed the Big West
Championship for the sixth con
secutive year.
Senior Marsa
Kuurne was se
lected to the AllBig West Confer
ence first team at
singles
and
doubles with part
ner, Bente Grina.
Grina, a sopho
more, was also
named to the AllBig West second team at singles.
Kuurne, who was ranked No. 65 in
the March 5 Rolex Collegiate Ten
nis Rankings, finished the year with
a record of 13-10 in singles. In
doubles, she and Grina posted an
11-8 record. Grina's final record in
singles was 7-16. Senior Molly White
also had a tremendous season when
she returned to the lineup after sus
taining a sidelining injury. She was
only defeated three times, while she
picked up 11 wins.

White had a
tremendous season
when she returned to
the lineup after
sustaining a
sidelining injury.

INTERNET
ACCESS
1

No long distance or Pacific Bell toll charges:
Local dial-up Internet access to Stockton and surrounding areas

1

FREE technical support, 9 AM to 9 PM, 7 days a week
Two week money-back guarantee!
FREE setup with coupon from this ad (regularly $24.95)
FREE World Wide Web home page space
Fasr, all 28.8 kbps PPP connections
15 years of telecommunications leadership
Netscape NavigatorIM connection kit, preconfigured for
InReach to make getting online easier, only $19.95 (a $50 value)

http://www.inreach.com
info@inreach.com
E

Residence hall Category
PRICE—1023 pts
SOUTHWEST—610 pts
CARTER—600 pts.
Fraternity Category
PHI DELTA THETA—1204 pts
ARCHANIA—659 pts
KAPPA PS1 and PIKE—395 pts.
Sorority Category
ALPHA CHI—655 pts
TRI DELTA— 560 pts
DELTA GAMMA—110 pts.

Congratulations on your
VIC TRIERWEILER & JAMIE
REED
AM1E Kt
Love aCzvays,
your family
%

H

INTERNET

4210 Coronado Ave., Suite G
Stockton, CA 95204

Student and
Faculty Special!

Stockton,
Lodi, and
surrounding
areas

FREE Setup
(a $24.95 value)

Monthly Fee: $19.95

with this coupon!

Virtually Unlimited Service:

THE PACIFICAN IS STILL ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
NEXT YEAR. CONTACT JANELL BAUER AT 946-2115 OR VISIT
THE OFFICE, THIRD FLOOR OF HAND HALL.

C

C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

Intramural Update
Congratulations to all our out
door soccer participants! This was' a
good year for soccer especially if you
talk to Happy Feet, the winners of the
CO-REC division, who defeated Real
Politik for the championship. In the
Men's A division Archania defeated
Arabia for the championship. We'll
;see you all next year.
Participation Points
Participation points are awarded
to every team connected to a resi
dence hall, fraternity or sorority.

A

Special limited-time offer!

101 Free peak time hours and
unlimited use 12 AM to 9 AM per month

Call now!

1-800-4-INREACH

Additional Hours: 980 each
We guarantee your satisfaction
or your money back!

I

InReach Internet Communications
Fxpircs6/l/%
_J

• •

1 -800-446-7322

1-800-4-INREACH

